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We received the f of/owing article from
an RW reporter who has been in
Youngstown with the Revolutionary
May Day Brigades.
Youngstown, Ohio. Before reaching my
destination, I was deep in thought,
wondering about the people in this
area, the Mahoning Valley. In
December, steelworkers from this dying
steel town had stormed the streets of•

Pittsburgh, Pa. to protest the closing of
the largest mill in the valley, U.S. Steel.
And just a few-short weeks ago, many of
these same workers shot past the union
leaders who were trying to cool them
down, swept into the corporate offices
of U.S. Steel venting their anger.
The actions had made headlines coast
to coast and in the days to come, I
would learn a thing or two about what

May Day Brigade in Oakland,
California, ·Feb. 18. For more coverage
of Brigade actions around
the country, see page 9.
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Continued on page 8

4000 Stand Up
FOr Black Man
Slain by Cops
Some came in their Sunday best,
others in their work clothes. On Tuesday, February 19, 4000 outraged Blacks
had come to take a stand. Garbage
men, mechanics, day laborers, cab
drivers, city workers, preachers, schoolteachers and street people filled the
church for the funera l of Bruce W.
Griffith, a Black man murdered by
D.C. police for allegedly killing a cop.
Their voices rang out in anger as they
sang out " I decided long ago never to
walk in anyone's shadow ... No matter
what they take from me, they can't take
away my dignity ... " (from the theme
song of the movie, "The Greatest"). As

l

~

Griffith's casket passed through the
crowd, clenched fists were raised in a
salute-a salute that concentrated the
hatred etched in people's faces, the
determination to end their oppression
in the developing storm of struggle
ahead .
This show of strength and solidarity
freaked out the ruling class. Days later,
they were still trying to explain it away.
"It was curiosity, that's the reason they
came," " There's really no way to explain it." But 4000 people came, and
the clenched fists in the crowd stated
why they did! Griffith's funeral was
C ontinued on pa~e 16
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Winter Olympics:

U.S. Superpower Super-bomb
They say that TV producers can perform magic, that they are living proof
that the hand is quicker that the eye.
How they managed to edit these scenes
out of their olympic coverage is
testimony to their skill. Fortunately a
friend at the studio saved the film from
the cutting room floor and gave us the
opportunity to see and hear what we'd
only guessed at before.

Trumpets blare, the parachutist
descends, an extra large American flag
waving from under his U.S. chute. The
screen darkens, across it runs a logo for
the Xl/l Winter Olympics. The background is dark, skyrockets crisscrossing
the air like tracers and give the appearance of the city being shelled at
night.
The picture cuts to the ABC broadcast booth where the ABC sports team
is huddled together with their backs to
the camera, planning the show that's
about to go on the air.

..

Jim McKay: Goddammit guys! I don't
know what the hell we're going to do
about it. The only events we've won any
medals in is speed skating and how
many times can we interview Eric
Heiden about his victories. Boy, that
Beth, she sure messed things up for us.
Just one measly bronze medal. Oh, and
we do have the hockey team too. But
let's face it, this whole thing has been a
disaster. I mean we can't even set up
bus transportation worth a damn, not
to mention win any medals. Moscow
has 17 to our 6. If we can't pull this off
how the hell are we going to win a world
war! (McKay realizes the cameras are
rolling).
McKay: Oh ... Welcome to tonight's
highlights of the Xlll Winter Olympics,
our olympics right here at home in Lake
Placid, New York, USA. I'm Jim
McKay for ABC. We got a great night
ahead, brought to us by Stanley Tools,
"Helping America do- something
right." We'll be seeing the pairs ice
skating, where the · Americans are
favored, talking with a pair of Russian
defectors who can ice skate and a whole
lot more. And with me tonight, for
some expert commentary is Zbigniew
Brzezinski, the Director of the U.S. National Security Council. Welcome

aboard , Ziggy, I can't think of anyone
the Golden Gate Bridge, Mount Rushwho will fit- in better.
more and Disneyland all captured here.
Ziggy: At ease Jim. I'm looking forIt certainly looks like the gold will be
ward to getting a crack at those defeccoming home tonight.
tors myself and I'm anxious to see Tai
Ziggy : That's SOµlething I've been wanand Randy do in those Russians. I do
ting to get into, the gold thing, it damn
have to say there's a darker side to this
well better come home, nobody'll touch
year's Olympics, which is, of course, all
the dollar, even the damn cab driver in
these foreigners who have the nerve to
Lake Placid wanted a shilling to get ·me
come as guests to our country, to whip
up to the studio!
our boys and on top of that complain ' Dick : (interrupting) ... Wait Jim! Ranthat they have to sleep in a jail. Some
dy's down, my god, he's been shot!
people will do anything to tear down
This is tragic, he can barely get off the
what America stands for.
•
ice ... look at Tai, the tears streaming
McKay : I know just how you feel and
down her face. My god, she brings to
perhaps we can talk about that more
mind Jackie K. in Dallas.
with the Protopopovs, the two Russian
defectors, who didn't come over here to
lick us but instead to join us. But first,
down to the Truman Capote of the ice
skating world, Dick Button, with the
pairs skating competition.
Dick : We're all just simply too, too excited for words, Jim . It will be too.
marvelous for words when Tai and
Randy can embarrass the Russ!an pair,
Rodnina and Zaitsev-after all she's
nothing but an over-the-hill trollop.
Taking nothing away from them of
course, they are outstanding competitors, even if they're_paid by their
country to skate.
McKay: Sure hate to see them run away
with any American gold, right Dick?
Dick : You bet, and here comes the first
pair, obviously foreigners Jim. Yol.J can
tell _iust by looking at her and while
they're trying, it's easy to see they're no
match for Tai and Randy.
McKay : Dick, I think you're mistaken,
I believe that's them out on the ice right
now ...
Ziggy: Jim, I of all people, should
know what an American looks like, and
they are no Americans.
McKay: No, ah . .. it certainly is Tai and ~
Randy out there, ha, ha . .. dust off the ~
old glasses guys. . .
~
Dick: Ha ha, well it just goes to show ~
you how wonderful America is, that she g
opens her doors to arty freedom loving ~
person, no matter what color or creed, £
and I want to tell you I'm proud to have
Tai as one of my friends. I'll say that to
anyone. Just look at them skate, never
have Lseen such grace, such perfection,
why it's the Washington Monument,
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McKay: Uh Dick, you know it could be
just that old injury acting up. WHile
you're checking why don't we talk to
those fabulous defectors Oleg and Ludmilla Protopopov . (They enter) Ziggy,
they're your witnesses, why don't you
take it away?
Ziggy: ·well, I guess you two would
have to say· you wouldn't be here on
ABC Sports if you were still in Russia.
And I'm sure watching the skating
points. out how clearly victory means
nothing if you 're not free (film of them
skating along on a lake in the mountains)
Proto's: As you know we are artists,
dancers, we are sensitive peop,le. When
we're on the ice, we are one with each
other, with the wind, with our spirits.
What matters is the freedom to skate,
to create, to express . ·.. ·
Ziggy: What the hell are you talking
about?
'
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TRUTH IN ADVERTISING (PART 11)-Bll/boards are becoming more
truthful, thanks to a little help from local artists. (Above) Los Angeles,
Calif.; (Below) Tampa, Florida-original text: Fight Back, Drive 55-a
billboard editorial.
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ASSY S!UDIB!

Iran's Islamic government appears to
be readying itself for battle-against
the Iranian people. On Monday, February 18, the new President, Bani-Sadr.
was also given control of the military,
becoming Iran •s commander-in-chief of
the armed forces. The next day the
Iranian government announced it
agreed with a UN investigative panel
coming to Tehran, setting into motion
what the U.S. authorities and the Iranian bourgeoisie hope will be the .. final
stage" for caving in to the U.S. and
selling out the Iranian people's demand
for the Sh~h's return.
These two announcements signal that
Iran's bourgeois government is moving
heavily to put a lid on the upsurge of
the Iranian masses, substitute its own
"business as usual" approach, and
reach an accommodation with the U.S.
imperialists.

Khomeini's hand-though veiled-is
apparent behind all these moves. The
commandership of the armed forces is a
key position that Khomeini has held on
to ever since the formation of the
Islamic republic. ln giving Bani-Sadr
the coveted post, Khomeini was
reported as saying it was aimed at '"consolidating power in Iran at this critical
moment."
It has become a critical moment for
Iran's capitalists. They have made the
dirty deal with the U.S. imperialists,
and now they are expected to deliver the
goods.
When Bani-Sadr earlier announcal
that the Iranian government has dropped the key demand that the Shah be
returned, indications of such a deal
were there. Now it is a certainty.
Although the U.S. government has officially denied it, ABC reported a 3-week
series of secret meetings taking place in
Europe between U.S. and lraniawofficials and the Jast meeting at the
highest levels between Carter chief of
staff, Hamilton Jordan and Iranian
foreign minister Gotbzadeh.
Publicly the U.S. has begun defending the Iranian government, with

•

Bntzinski even going so far as to raise
the idea of future sales of parts for
arms. Freaked by the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan, the U.S. is at the same
time trying to make use of it to pressure
Iran's vacillating capitalists back
toward the ..non-aggressive" U.S.,
which bled Iran for 25 years. The U.S.
is hard pressed to resecure Iran in its
war bloc. But to accomplish this, the
first necessary step is to put the screws
on Iran's capitalists to bring law and
order to their country-American style.
The matter of the American hostages'
lives is not-and never was-the
issue. Getting Iran's government to deliver a Stable, tightly-controlled country
is. On this issue, Iran's bourgeoisie
cOuldn't agree more. It is not only the
Soviets these capitalists are afraid of
but people like Bani-Sadr have been
afraid of the Iranian masses' upheaval
ever since the takeover. One thing they
have learned since the embassy seizure
is that the U.S. won't hesitate to try to
engineer a coup if they think it suits
them. These I~ capitalis~ were at
first forced to go along some with the
massive upheaval of the masses-as the
only major force against imperialism.
But now they have shifted-feeling
safer with imperialism. The ..gentlemen's agreement" between Iran and the
U.S. (as it is being called) has all the
earmarks of being ~ore like the godfather's offer that can't be refused.
With the Slakes so high, it's now-get
your house in order or else.
The U.S. press has been speculating
that Iranian troops may move on the
students. Behind such speculation you can almost see the U.S. Godfather nervously demanding ·-wen, get on with
it!" In this tight the surprise gesture of
the government's revolutionary guards
bringing flowers to the embassy
students makes ii necessary to ask, what
were rhey holding in their other hands?
While the governmeo1 would certainly prefer the students peacefully giving
up custody of the Americans, such
Continued on page 16
"Revolutionary" Guard-flowers in hand, finger on trigger.

U.S.
Imperialists
Fret Over:

'
For weeks the press has carefully
monitored the ~ondition of
Yugoslavia's ailing President Tito. First
the leg amputation,, and then every
failure of another vital organ has
spawned a fresh round of specu1ation
by journalists as to whether or not
Yugoslavia will continue to ..chart an
independent course,.. an<J to build its
"unorthodox brand of communism ...
These sages from the press could learn
something from the observation of ·a
porno film maker who travelled to
Yugoslavia to make a low-budget flick.
.. Even I can tell this isn't socialism ... he
scrawled on the back of a Yugoslav
postcard featuring a woman in a topless
bikini.
The U.S. imperialists are indeed concerned about maintaining the independence of Yugoslavia- from the
Soviet Union, that is. For ever since
Tito was expeJled from lhe international communist movement in 1948 for
building the above uno~odox variety
of capitalism, Yugoslavia has remained
firmly in the U.S. orbit, very dependent
on U.S. and West European capital.
,After the split, Yugoslavia was only
able to stay afloat with massive injections of U.S. aid- $700 million worth
by 1959.
,
In a clear warning to the Soviets to
keep their hands off U.S. 1ur( President
Carter said last week, .. Yugoslavia is a
strong, friendly, independent, wen~
equipped nation. If we are called upon
to give any kind of aid to 1he Yugoslav
people in the future, we would seriously
consider it and do what, in our opinion,
would be best for them and the U.S."
In the context of the ste pped-up war
moves between the two superpowers in
the Middle East, the future course of
Yugoslavia is of great concern 10 both

. the

' .

U.S. and the Soviet Union.
Yugoslavia sits on top of the most im·
portant political fault line in the world,
right between Ea.stem and Western
Europe. In the past it :has acted as a
reliable buffer between the Soviet
Union and the U.S.'s unstable allies on
the southern flank of NATO, especially Greece and Turkey. Although Tito
has always maintained that Yugoslavia
is a ••non~aligned" ooun.t ry, in reality it
has functioned more like an unofficial
member of NATO, . and the U.S. is
determined to keep it that way.
The two supe.rpowers are "'keeping a
close eye, on Yugoslavfa because Tito's
death is bound to shake things up, to
..
bring chan.ges to an area ·'already
i·
marked by turmoil fr.om · Portugal to
Italy. Even the .. collective presidency"
set up to deal with the question qf
Tito~s successors is symptomatic of the
instabilit¥ of this region, and of
Yugoslavia in particular. The ..collective presidency" is made up of nine .,,.-_.i
members representing each of
Yugoslavia's six nationalities and two
autonomous provinces. While this plan
lends the appearance that no one nationality is gaining a foothold over the
other. in reatity j,t will most likely result
in a fierce power struggle over who will
be head of stat,e when Tito dies.
Tito's lingering deaith is prolonging
the uncertainty over Yugoslavia's
future course,' obviously upsetting his
potential heics. Growing impatient with
the way Mother Nature is taking Mr
time wi,1,h Tito, last week they went
ahead and ordered digging to begin on
his buria,I site so they can get him into
the grave as speedily as possible when
he croaks, and get on with the business
of fighting it out t<O see who will end up
Conltnul·d on ,p age 14
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REVOLTS ERUPT
IN, TURKEY
Political turmoil in Turkey is a t a
fever-pitch in the wake of the most
devastating economic crisis in that
country since World War 2. The violent
repressive measures of the four-monthold reactiona ry government of the U.S .
imperi'alist's puppet Suleyman Demirel
have failed to crush the growing
resist~nce o f the people, and Tur key is
on the brink of civil war.
On February 16, three policemen
were killed and seven wounded during
heavy fighting in the working class Gultepe district o f Izmir, the third largest
city in Tur key. The fighting was sparked by a fascist predawn raid on the
district by a force of 2500 army men
and police.
Izmir had been virtually shut down as
a result o f a strike of some 6000 textile
workers in opposition to the government 's announced wage-freeze and the
skyrocketing price increases for basic
necessities . The workers called their action "a d ress rehearsal for a genera l
stri ke," and t he militance and determination o f the strikers generated widespread support throughout the city. In
a nticipation o f a government attack ,
workers from other districts joined in,
barricading all roads leading into the city, sealing off the airport and cutting
utilities to the industrial sectors and
other sections of the city.
The government was desperate to put
an end to the strike, lest its influence
spread throughout the country. Fearing
that the workers would try to move
against the huge NATO installation in
Izmir in an effort to arm themselves
from the giant stockpile of weapons
there, the military moved in in full
force.- T he Gultepe district was surrounded by tanks. At 6:30 in the morning they advanced, crushing the barricades and firing on anyone they could
find. They thought they would have an
easy go at it, but the workers put up
stiff resistance, returning the fire and at .
the same time moving about, dodging
the a rmy' s advance.
The workers moved from district to
district, and in short order the fighting
spread to six working class districts of
Izmir. There were not enough guns to
go around . Many of the women and
children threw bricks and stones at the
police. Fighting continued for six days
until the workers were finally forced to
relinquish control of the city.
The strike in Izmir and the militant
uprisings and anti-government actions
of recent weeks have been largely spontaneous, but conscious revolutionary
forces are more and more providing
leadership in the struggle. The Communist Party of Turkey, MarxistLeninist (fKPML) and forces of the
Workers and Peasants Liberation Army
of Turkey (flKKO-the military arm of
the TKPML) were active in the battle of
Izmir, and have become a prime target
o f government attacks.
While the battle of Izmir was raging,
s tudents at Istanbul University
demonstrated against the government.
Police shot into the crowd, killing two.
Some shots rang out in the other direction and two policemen were reportedly
wounded.
Stores remain closed in lnstanbul as government forces step up
their attacks on the masses and are in
turn met with undaunted resistance.
During one week in February eight
banks were burned to the ground in
Istanbul alone. In the capital city of
An kara military patrols menacingly
roam the streets, and people have been
warned to stay indoors after dark.
Despite all the government's tight
security precautions and repressive
measures, t he home of two U .S. embassy o f ficials was bombed on
February 18. That same day the cars of
two American milita ry personnel were
set a blaze in Izmir.
In early February, Demirel had announced a new austerity program
("austerity" for the already impoverished T urkish masses) that is intend ed to s hore up Turkey's
disi ntegra ting economy. rt was, point

for point, precisely the program
demanded by U .S. and west Europea n
imperia lism as a condition for any new
economic grants or loans through the
International Monetary Fund. Among
other things, the IMF demanded (1) a
massive devaluation of the Turkish lira,
(2) an end to government subsidies to
state-owned enterprises, and (3) the open)ng up of hitherto closed sectors of the
economy to imperialist investment, with
a guarantee aga inst future nationalization. In addition Demirel has instituted
government controls on wages and on
the prices of domestic farm commodities.
Demirel's new economic policy paves
the way for a massive influx of western
imperialist capital investment, for intensified economic domination of the
country at the expense of the Turkish
masses. The effect of the new policy
was immediate and devastating. The
price of fertilizers rose between 500 and
750 percent. This , combined with the
freeze on prices that the peasantry ·can
charge for their crops, will send untold
numbers of small peasants to economic
ruin, forcing them off their land and into the urban areas where unemployment was already nearly 250Jo before the
new economic program wa5_Eut into effect. This will pave the way for
Turkey's capitalists and big landowners
and for U.S. and other foreign monopoly investors to buy up huge acreages
of land for the production of cash crops
like tobacco, which in turn will force
Turkey to import food which was previously domestically produced.
The new policy has caused prices to
skyrocket across the board. The prices
of meat, eggs and sugar at the market
doubled overnight. Ele'ctricity went up
780Jo. Railway tickets went up l 750Jo
and the automobile tax went up lOOOOJo.
Many of the bare necessities are simply
not available, at any price. In one of the
coldest winters in Turkey in the last 30
years, there is virtually no heating oil or
fire wood. Lightbulbs have become a
luxury item and it has been reported
that there is a black market on bread.
These are some of the conditions that
have led to the most recent uprisings in
the urban , working class areas. In recent weeks militant workers have staged
raids on supermarkets in Ankara, and
on February 8 six food trucks were seized in Istanbul and their contents
distributed free to people in the slums
and working class districts.
The volatile situation in Turkey has
the rulers of the U.S. very uptight.
Since they lost Iran with the downfall of
their fa~thful lapdog Shah, Turkey has
been their last remaining "listening
post" in the region for espionage and
su·rveillance against the Soviet Union.
The U.S. currently has over 10,000
military personnel stationed in Turkey
on NATO bases and at scores of U.S.
"listening posts."
With its strategic location on the
Black sea, and sharing a border with the
.Soviet Union, Turkey is of tremendous
importance to the U.S. imperialists in
their preparation for war with their
Soviet imperialist rivals. Hated and
despised by the masses of people in
Turkey, the U.S. relies heavily on the
brute force and butchery of the puppet
Demirel regime to put down popular
resistance and protect U.S. vital interests in the country. Demi rel has
coupled his new economic program
with new laws pertaining to the police
and security forces. Under the new
laws, the police face penalties if they
fail or refuse to shoot revolutionaries
when the opportunity arises; likewise
they get bonuses for each revolutionary
they kill.
The U.S. rulers arrogantly protest the
taking of hostages at their CIA-infested
embassy in Iran , yet at this very moment the entire top floor of the Prime
Ministery in Ankara, Turkey is occupied by U.S . "advisors" and intelligence -agents ! In fact, one of the
"embassy officials" whose house was
bombed in Ankara was the "political
counselor" to the embassy, a by now

Economic crisis has affected ~II aspects of Turkish life. (Above) Gasoline
s.hortafle ~auses severe ~rowdmg of Istanbul trains, forcing commuters to
rt~e clmg!ng to the outside. (Below) Part of a line for meat-which only
h1gher-pa1d people can afford.
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tivists, particularly among the workers
and intellectuals in the urban areas . · ..,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __.

--

One such mop-up operation recently
resulted in the arrests of 98 revolu.
tionaries in a four-province area .
But this U .S.-orchestrated treachery
can only serve to intensify the struggle
of the Turkish people against U.S. im-

perialism and its domestic lackeys.
Turkey is a volcano preparing to erupt.
And judging by recent events in Izmir
and Ankara and Istanbul, that eruption
could come at any time .
•

We have received a numb~r of letters from people who have just recently
become aware of the Revolutionary Worker. The following is an example.

Comrades,
1
Until la~e last year, I was t?tally unaware of the RCP. I was, pre'triou s to then,
frightened m a way, because I ve known for years, that revolution is our only
hope, an~ the only way to ~nd this madness c"'used by the system of capitalism.
~fter talking about my feelings to a lot of my friends, I really began to have feel·
mgs of hopelessness. I started reading the Guardian, hopefully at first but even·
tually I stopped. Now, I wait impatiently each week for the next issue ~f the RW
to arrive. ,
~
After moving from the city w~ere I was born, last year, a guy I know told me
about some white people selling the RW, downtown in the heart of this almost
completely Black town where I now live. I was hopeful and after getting a chance
to meet and talk with some of the people, I was elated. Now, the RW is
·
every~he.re with more and more people taking this·weapon and joining the fight.
My faith in the masses is full now and I will never feel without hope again. Long
live the RCP and keep our Chairman Bob Avakian free!

.

·A fighting Sister
St. Louis, Mo. Area

I
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What to Say When the Man Comes
Around Asking Questions: .
Don't say anything. Just say " Go
away" and slam the door. You have no
legal obligation to say a thing-not a
thing- to any law enforcement officer,
be it cops, FBI, Secret Service, IRS,
Military Intelligence or whatever towlife snoops they send around. Even if
you are arrested, all you are legally
obligated to tell them is your name and
address. If you do say anythinganything at all- it will definitely cause
harm to your friends, the revolutionary
movement and the Party, and most
likely you ' ll just end up in worse trouble yourself. Of course the cops will tell
you the opposite to get you to talk-but
they're lying. Don't be fooled. They
need the information-all you need to
do is to be silent.
Ask yourself this: if they didn't need
the information so bad, and if they
didn't actualiy get a good bit of what
they need this way, then why would
they spend so much time and money going around to talk to people like you?
The intensive investigation of the
revolutionary movement in this country
is being carried out in ways open and
secret by a wide vai:iety of pigs, ranging
from the intelligence units of city police
departments (which have become increasingly sophisticated and professional over the last decade) to the FBI,
Secret Service, National Security Agency, CIA, Armed Forces intelligence
units, the IRS, State Department and
Treasury Department. They' all pool
their information, of course, since
ultimately they all serve the same
master.
The methods of intelligencegathering currently in widespread (and
legal) use by these agencies include
physical surveillance of an individual's
movement and activities by means of
tails and stakeouts; use of informants
either developed from within the ranks

of a revolutfonary organization, or
planted within it; electroni c
surveillance, including wiretaps of
telephones and the implantation of electronic recording devices; examination
of phone bills listing numbers called ,
routinely provided by the phone company; mail covers (noting down the information on the envelope) and examination of the contents of mail; and
covert searches of people's homes, offices, cars, etc.; interviews with friends ,
relatives, associates, or anyone with any
knowledge whatsoever of the "subject"
of an investigation. All these methods
are in addition to more mundane (but
informative) activities, such as monitorjng the press, collecting the literature of
various groups, and so on, all of which
are pursued relentlessly. To gather new
information, to check out the re!iabj litY.
of other information and to scare people, they often resort to one of the
oldest and most primitve methods
- showing up on your doorstep and
asking you questions.
The rule of refusing to answer any
questions whatsoever, refusing to,
engage in any conversation "unconnected" to what you may feel to be
significant matters, and terminating the
encounter with a quick "go away" .
followed by slamming the door (or, in
the event of a station-house interrogation, simply maintaining one's silence)
is the ONLY correct course of action
because it is the only method which
almost completely denies information
to the enemy. The only thing they learn
is that you will not talk. From this they
will, of course, draw their own conclusions. If you talk at all, it will mean
three things : First, they will obtain ilbformation. Even though what you say
may seem insignificant to you, it may
very well be the piece of the puzzle they
need or it may confirm or negate other
information. Second, it will encourage
them to continue this questioning with

others. Thirdly, it will encourage them
to question you again. After all, if they
size you up as a patsy, they'll milk you
for everything they can get..
Knock At the Door
If, for examJ1te, an FBI agent comes
to your door and you refuse to talk to
him he may try to imply that he only'
wanted to ask a few innocent questions;
YOU weren't even "under suspicion"
until you unaccountably refused to
talk. They will say or imply th~t your
refusal to talk proves some vague
"guilt," is illegal (which. it isn' t) and
that you are briAging down the world
(or at least the state) on your head
because of your stubborn refusal, when
if you'd just cooperate a bit everything
wot.lid be fine . Quite a few people fall
for this. One thing to keep in mind is
that the actual experience of finding an
FBI man at the door rattles people who
aren't mentally prepared, and familiar
with their methods and tactics. The
heart be,gins to pound, nervousness sets
in, and people' do things they can't imagine they would ever do (or, looking
back, believe that they did.) Here are
some of the fatal "better ideas"' than
slamm!ng the door that suddenly take
over:
I'll see what he wants; maybe it's
· nothing.
·
Sure maybe it's nothing. Usually, the
first few questions are nothing. You
answer. Then the questions get a little
shadier; suddenly he pops what he's
really after. Now what? "If I don't
answer Now, he'll KNOW I'm involved I" That's right. If you quit
answering questions, at that point, the
agent may have confirmed by induction
an important, perhaps crucial piece of
information about an individual, an activity, a series of events. Of course, if
you keep answering, you're well on
your way to b ecoming an informerwhich, by the FBI 's own account, is one

•1

of their main objectives in conducting
interviews with known activists.
I'll draw him out; I'll find out what he's
up to.
Some people use the rationale of
as a reason to
talk with police or government agents;
This is suicidal. Th_e people you're dealing with are trained to spot and encour- ,
age just this idea-they write apo.ut it in
their textbooks on interrogation as a ·
potential gold mine of µseful information. While "pretendin~ to cooperate, "
you will in fact be cooperating, providing the agent with all sorts of useful
information about you and everything
.and everyone else. As for "what he's up
to," that should be quite obvious. The
vast majority of such interviews do not
have any- single, immediate, specific
goal-and if ttley do, then it is very likely that the situation is a very dangerous
one indeed, and giving' out any information whatsoever under such circumstances is like playing Russian Roulette.
How do you know that, in your attempts to "find out what he's looking
for,'' you won't inadvertently give him
what he's looking for?
I'll answer questions, but I'll just
•
bullshit him.
"·~Qunter-inielligence"

Again, this "better idea" may seem
to work for a little while: "I'm getting
away with it!" The investigator will just
listen and let .you tell your little stories.
If the encounter is just a "friendly" interview, it's even possible that you will
get a thank-you for your cooperation
and the agent will leave-to analyze the
tales back at headquarters, compare
them with facts already known by
them, deduce the reasons for the lies,
figure out what and who you were trying to protect. Or, alternatively, he will
let you tell your stories and then go
back and trip you up on them, with the
hope of rattling you further, and •

.'

Continued on page 10

Beth Steelwqrker Blown Up

Cannon Fodder ·i n. the-Army· , -or-Caftnon Fodder in the Factory
Seattle, Wash.-"I don't think we should have to work on the front
lines of an artillery barrage," said one worker. But in the melt shop of
Bethlehem Steel's Seattle mill, they do. B~thlehem melts down old live
military ammunition as part of its scrap metal operation. And as a result
Red Martindale is dead and another worker wounded.
On Wednesday, Feb. 13, a load of scrap in an electric furnace explod·
ed. Six tons of debris were hurled out of the 3,000·degree furnace and into
the air. Nothing "unusual" in that, not. in this steel mill. Then, within
minutes of the first explosion, some of the scrap on the floor exploded.
Apparently the first explosion threw' live military ordnance out of the fur·
nace and onto the shop floor, where it exploded.
.
It was as If an anti·personnel bomb blew up right in the middle of the
shop. Holes were blown in the roof, the opposite wall blackened. And two
men lay bleeding. It took over 20 minutes for a fire department aid car. to
arrive. (The fire department is across the street from the plant.) Two hours
later, Red Martindale died of massive Internal Injuries. The other wor~er
was hospitalized with shrapnel In his back. Martindale had 35 years
seniority in the plant. Within 10 hours, Bethlehem had posted the opening
for his job.
Publicly Bethlehem pleaded ignorance about this murder. They "just
didn't know~' what caused the explosion. A company spokesman told the
Revolutionary Worker that all scraps were inspected twice before being
loaded into the furn ace. The day after the explosion, their own search
turned up se.veral live shells among this "carefully inspected" scrap.
"Beth Steel= Murder" signs scrawled on plant walls reflect the sim·
mering anger of the Bethlehem workers at this merciless slaughter.
Workers refused to start up a second furnace after the explosion oc·
curred. The next morning the workers again ref used to fire it up despite
company threats and intimidation. As one worker said, "You come In here
and you don't know if you're going to be kllled or maimed or laid off. And
for what? So you can maybe get by until what?-until they go to war and
really start blowing people up."
In the face of this anger, Bethlehem cynically tried to cover its ass and
attack revolutionaries in the process, concocting a lame story that the ex·
plosion may have been caused by a " terrorist's bomb." A headline to this
effect appeared In the Seattle newspap.ers, and foremen and company
stooges were set loose to start a rumor campaign that revolutionaries
who work in the plant had planted a bomb. "Just wait until May Day," one
foreman was heard to say as the arson and bomb squads sifted through
the rubble.
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Bethlehem Steel In Seattle.
I

As It turns out, It most likely was Indeed a bomb-on~ of their bombs.
It was a real live U.S. ordnance anti·personnel bomb crushed Into an auto
body that exploded before it could be melted down and fashioned Into
new weaponry. Steel from this plant went Into the construction of the Tri·
dent submarine base In Seattle1 for example. The fact that Red Martindale
was killed In this recycling process means .oothlng to the class whose
rule these weapons are meant to protect. He was part of their army-their
Industrial army that produces their weapons and everything else In this
society and dies In their wars.
This murder Is a graphic example of the position of the working class
under this system: cannonfodder for the capitalists-just human flesh to
be blown up on the battleflel~ or In one of.their slave-houses called
factories.

.I
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Youngstown Brigade Freed
" Judge Morley: The a nger o f
Youngstown steelwor kers and millions
of their fellow workers across the country will ·merge as one mighty voice on
May 1st. You a nd your system are
headed for the furnace. Free the May
Da y 10." T his telegram signed by
"Workers a t Southern Iron Co., Atlanta Georgia, " was one of the growing
pile of angry messages that continued to
pour in to the j udge and prosecutor in
'"
Youngstown, Ohio, as the May Day 10,
held hostage in the Youngstown jail for
two weeks were finally released on bail.
Bail nioney flo wed in from around the
country to pay the outrageous ransom
of $29,500 fo r the May Day Brigaders,
busted on misdemeanor charges for
speak ing inside the unemployment
o ffice !
West Oakland,
Miners from West Virginia, workers
Calif., Feb. 18.
a t Ka iser Steel in · california and many
May Day Brigade
others sent similar statements demanat the Acom
ding the release of the May Day
housing projects.
hostages. In Chicago, hundreds of
dollars were raised in donations from
people in the subways, plants and
unemployment offices. One worker in
Hawaii gave $600 and another gave
$2000 because " he really wanted to see
May Day happen"! In Seattle, an
unemployed worker sold his car anddonated the proceeds to the May Day
Committee. And yes, Judge Morley,
and the rest of your kind, t!Jtre are
thousands more in this country who are
beginning to see that May Day 1980 is
something worth fighting for.
That May Day is going to be a rip
roaring fight was also made clear the
minute the May Day Brigades hit the
streets and the bourgeoisie laid down
the gauntlet in Youngstown. But the
Youngstown arrest backfired on them
as many came forward to free the 10steelworkers putting up May Day
brigaders in their homes, workers taking stacks of leaflets into the mills and
hundreds signing petitions. After one
worker from GM in nearby Lordstown
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ the bourgeo~ie has succeeded in makwas beaten up and arrested by police
ing a big to-do about May Day and as
who responded to a burglary call at his
the advanced workers are emboldened
Last week, the Los Angeles May Day Committee and others were meeting at the
home, he declared , "1 'm out for
to step into the fray, ma ny more will
L..a.
Revolutionary Workers Center, discussing how to raise bail money forthe 10
satisfaction! I 'II take that paper (the
learn why certain people a re trying so
Revolutionary May Day fighters held in the Youngstown jail~ The phone rang; It was
RW) into my plant!" Restaurant
a young Black truck driver .who had for the first time that afternoon gotten a leaflet
hard to convince them that May Day is
workers kept their doors open long past
about Youngstown. He had seen 60 workers, the west coast May Day Brigade at
a dangerous thing.
closing time so that May Day activists
their head, come marching through the Vernon Meat Packing district with red ban·
May Day Hits Lockheed
could continue to- meet and organize.
ners flying, calling on their fellow workers to step forward now to defend the May
As one of the May Day 10 said when he
Day 10. He decided he had to act. Together with a friend, he had spent the rest ~f
On Friday February 15, the. West
was released from jail, "Everything
the afternoon collecting money from workers at packing plants along his delivery
Coast regional May Day Brigade went
they do to stamp out revolutionary May
route. In the space of a few hours, they raised $76.
- out to the Lockheed plant in Burbank,
Day keeps it out there all the more,
California. This time the company
seeping into the underground, reaching ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ unleashed some Klan-type reactiona ries
more slaves. spreading the word even
on the Brigade.-These dogs immediately
more."
ward base leaped out to rip down the
siona lly they come out with the narrow
lunged 'for the Black and Asian
But the events in Youngstown have
May Day banner knocking some of the
·tine that the fight of the working _class
members of the Brigade · j ust as
proved to be only the opening shot of a
Brigade members to the ground . A s a
amounts to struggling not. to be electhousands of workers began leaving the
fierce battle nationwide as classfight ensued, one worker was so
trocuted while you are being exploited;
plant. Some Black workers, seeing this
conscious workers intensified their efdisgusted by the reactionaries that he
just be concerned with what's two feet
racist attack rushed over a nd j umped
forts to see to it that a significant secstopped ro give a donation to the
around you while the whole world is gointo the fight on the side o f the Brigade.
tion of the U.S. working class will seize
Brigade right in the middle of the fight.
ing up in smoke. Then when May Day
As Ofle Brigader described the scene,
the political stage in a way not seen in
At the end of the shift, the Brigade · 1980 is raised they are militant in their
"It was the red-white and blue up
many years on May Ist 1980. This has
returned to the plant· with a leaflet:
efforts to keep the workers blind and
against the red ." Monday February
caused reactionaries of all sorts to jump
"Reactionaries attack MAY DAY,
hog-tied. The same committeeman who
18th, the Brigade was welcomed back to
out to oppose the campaign to build for
where do you stand." As the Brigade
has loudly been proclaiming that the
the gates of Lockheed by many whose
May Day; and this has drawn the lines
was passing out leaflets, the goons who
workers don't need to hear all this
stomachs had been turned by the aceven sharper for workers in cities across
had been organizing in the plant mar"commie" _ stuff told · one brigader,
tions of the reactionaries and wanted to
the country about do they stand with
shalled their forces. The local union
"You ' re not wanted at our company.~'
know more about May Day. A number
president's " caucus' !. came out and
capitalists, pigs and fools or with
He later squealed to the pn!ss that the
of workers took stacks of lea flets about
started swinging. All hell broke loose.
union has repeatedly gone to the comrevolutionary May Day and about
the Youngstown 10 into the plant, saySquad cars and red lights were flashing.
pany in the past several ,mopths to ask
whether a bunch of backward junior
ing that they want to stand against the
The Brigade escaped from 1he police.
them to get rid of the leftists at GM.
and senior George Meanies, antiKKK trash. When the Brigade was more
Meanwhile 500 to 1000 workers had
How convenient these guys are for the
communist crusaders and political
than a mile away from the plant 20 cops
gathered around and the police were
bourgeoisie who would much rather
troglodytes are going to speak for the
swooped in with .38s and shotguns aimnot well received by the crowd. The
portray the opposition to May Day as
working class in this country or are
ed at the heads of the revolutio naries
cops busted one worker, cracking him
coming from these "trade-unionists."
thousands going to speak and act in the
shouting, "Hit the deck with your
The capitalist press has gone wild
real interests of the workers world-wide
on the head and arresting him for
hands in the air or we'll blow your fuck"disorderly conduct."
over ~he scene at GM, using the fight to
on May First 1980.
ing faces off. " As people in the
wage a public opinion campaign which
The next day the hacks held a
neighborhoood began t o gather ,
GM Rocks in Linden, New Jersey
is aimed at portraying the Brigades as
pro-U .S. rally, where they summoned'
another security car pulled up carrying
In recent weeks at the GM plant in
isolated from the workers. The New
the press to photograph some workers
a ·man wearing a trench coa t and a very
Linden, distribution of the Revoluwaving the American flag and carrying
York Times repo rted that 1000 workers
worried look . This was the "citizen"
tionary Worker has been increasing,
plac;,a rds . which said, "Red is better
had battled 40 leftists.
who was having the brigaders arrested
The Newa rk Star l edger ran a big
workers there donated $100 to build for
dead ."
for disturbing business as usual as the
pict ure o f the goons with their flag right
May Day and 29 workers signed a
Inside the plant in the face of threafs
Lockheed's aircraft corporation. While
next to a picture of a copy of the
telegra m to the judge in Youngstown
and intimidation, workers stepped forhe conferred with the cops, the orders
Revolutionary Worker on the ground.
demanding the release of the 10. Standward to protect one revolutionary when
came over the police radio, " Search the
Yes, gentleme n of the press, there a re
she left work . A Black worker told
ing o pposed to these developments are a
cars for dangerous wea po ns." A fter
two roads-there 's just one thing wrong
another revolutionary in the plant tha t
gro up of bac kward elements led by the
tearing the cars apart fro m air filter to
with your little pictures. The way for" a lot of people support wha t you're
union officials including one UAW
tire well, they found and confiscated
ward fo r the working class is ho lding
doing even if they are just tal king abo ut
comm itteeman who is using his reputathe .da ngerous weapons- copies of the
the R W in ~ne hand a nd stomping the
it a mong themselves no\\ ." Other
Revolutionary Worker a nd a stack of
tion as a militant "worker" because he
red , white and blue into the ground.
workers tipped off one guy abo ut a
May Day lea flets.
one time stopped the line when the
The scurvy goons have put out the
snea k attack the 'reactionaries were
Meanwhile in Sea ttle, this week, the
workers were standing in water a nd was
word through the UAW that they were
plotting. The goon att ac k has revealed
Ma y Day Committee a nd the Vietnam
arrested fo r it. Using his rep as capital,
attacked by the Brigade. As thousands
the real content of all their mouthing
Veterans Against the War unfurled a
this condescending sa.vior claims to
of workers at GM and other plants are
off about, " We' ll show 'em who the
May Day banner right in the middle of
speak for the wor kers at GM . When the
now debating the question of May Day
real workers are." While mainly they
a launching ceremony for a submarine
May Day Brigade a rrived at the gates of
and what went down, one thing is clear,
just sit on top ,..of the workers, occaContinued on pa~c 9 ·
GM the union goons and their back-
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Don't Be a. "Typical Commie ...

Be.a Communist
Speech by Bob Avakian to DC Volunteers
In November 1979, before the lower cnurt 's temporary
retreat on the charges against the Mao Tsetung Defendants, RCP Chairman Bob A vakian spoke in Washington, D.C. to a meeting of the volunteers who had
come there f rom all over the country to " Turn D.C.
Upside Down " and spearhead the fight around this
case. Following ar:e some excerpts.
It's a tremendous thing-that so many people are
here, that so many people have volunteered to join the
fron t ran ks o f this battle-and one of the things I want
to say right o ff the bat is that I want to formally greet
a ll you people on behalf of the Party and the Central
Commi ttee. I think you should understand that, from
the point of view of the class conscious workers in this
country, from the point of view of the masses of people who are beginning to awaken to political life, and
more than that from the point of view of revolutionary
people, class conscious people, of oppressed people
who are beginning to wage the struggle or who have
been waging the struggle around the world against the
system of imperialism and against reaction, what
you ' re doing here; joming the battle that's being
waged by people on the front ranks, is of tremendous
significance. Really the eyes of people, more and more
all over the country and even all over the world, are
focused to a great degree on what we' re doing here.
And I think that it's a question of people taking a very
important step. 1' m not here to thank you on behalf of
the Party, because I don ' t think that anyone here is doing anything other than what they understand they
have to do, once you see the need and more than that
the possibility to make revolution and to advance the
whole cause of our class internationally, and to advance the future of humanity toward the goal of co~
munism. So I don ' t want to thank you , but on the
o ther hand I think you should understand the
significance o f what you're doing and the importance
for the whole international working class, and
therefore I wanted to officially and formally greet you
on behalf of the Central Committee of our Party, for
the stand you have taken, for the work you've already
initiated, and I want to join with you in the great battle
we're waging as part of the historic cause of the international proletariat. [Applause') . ..
Source of Knowledge

So the bourgeoisie has a very clear understanding
that they have to prevent these two elements from
coming together, they have to prevent the revolutionary party, the advanced forces and the revolutionary leaders from being able to interact with and
become united on a revolutionary basis with the
masses. And it's not just a one-way strcer. We're going
. to talk about that some more. Just as theory and pral:~~ tice, just as thinking and doing are a con~tant interac'-"'~ tion back and forth, in an ever deepening and ever
higher ascending spiral , if they're carried out correctly, so is the relatfonship between the advanced forces
f the Party and the revolutionary leaders, on the one
hand, and the broader masses of people on the other.
We want to talk about that a little bit later, it's not a
one-way thing; and if we think that it's all one-way,
that we have ·all the knowledge, that we know
everything that has to be known and our job is simply
to go out, grab the masses and forcibly restrain them
'all so that we can tell them what has to be done, then
e' re never going to be able to do what has to be done.
Somebody else is going to have to do it, and we're going to have to learn the hard way that this is not what
revolution is all a bout, this is not what raising the
masses' consciousness is; that there is a store of
knowledge, out a mong the masses of people, and a lot
of them know a lot more things about this system better than a lot o f us do. A lot of them have a lot of experience, a lot deeper and richer, than many of us do.
ow they don ' t consciously understand how to .ma~e
evolution or even, in most cases, that revolution 1s
necessary. They don ' t have a scientific vil:w of their
own experience a nd how it fits into the broade.r experience of the overall situation and therefore what
has to be done, how to do it, how to proceed in order
to unite the forces who have to be united to make
revolution. But there' s a vast store of knowledge out
there, a vast, broad range of experience. And there are
also different degrees of summation that many among
the masses of people themselves have made about their
experience. It's not simply our role to go out and yell
at them "Ever ything you've thought about, all your
ideas a~e bullshit!" We are not a religious cult . We
are p~ople struggling to grasp and apply the scientific
principles of revol ution in order to be able to properly
interact with the masses to bring them forward to be
able to consciously struggle for revolution, because
hat is the o nly way that revolution can be made, the
only way that revoluti~n ca~ be kept, and the only way
ultimately that humanity will advance .. . .
Do you think that the whole movement of the 1960s
went on a nd there weren't thousands of people,

millions of people, who were either involved in it or influenced by it, who thought about revolution, looked
toward revolutionary organizations, waged a debate in
their own mind and with others about whether or not
they should follow these organizations, whether or not
it was worth the sacrifice that was clearly necessary in
order to make revolution? Of course all that happened. Thousands, even millions of people either acted
upon or at least thought seriously about these questions, even within the last 10 or 15 years in this country, and we run into a lot of them right out here right
now in Washington, D.C. from what people tell me,
unless I'm misinformed. If we haven't run into it yet,
then definitely, and without any question we're going
to run into it .. . Now do we think these people have
had no experience to learn from? Do we think that all
we have to do is tell them some little pat answer about
that, some little dogmato-sing-song about how well
after all we follow Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung
Thought, you have to understand that we oppose the
Chinese revisionists and their betrayal of revolution,
and we uphold the great message and achievements of
the Cultural Revolution? No,' naturally, we're not going to do that. Do we think that's a sufficient kind of
answer for people? Of course it's not. People have
serious and profound questions.
There is an answer-in fact, we do have the answer
or the basis to provide the answer, but it's neither a
bunch of little dogmatic recitations that · are incomprehensible to most of the masses of people, and correctly so-and even incomprehensible to most of us
who find ourselves falling back on them because we
don't know how to explain it more directly-nor can
we deal with those profound and serious questions just
by saying how dedicated and serious we are. They can
see that. Overwhelmingly, they can see how dedicated
and serious we are, I don't think that's what most people are questioning. Or maybe to a degree it is, but it's
realfy just the outside surface form of a more serious
and important question they're raising, beneath that
surface, which is, "Look, I've seen other people who
were serious about revolution, I've seen other people
who hated the system and acted on "that hatred, I've
seen otl'ier people who wanted to bring it down-and
they didn't do it. And I see where they are
now-they're either dead, or out here pimping under
this system right now one way or the other. And now
you tell me how you're going to do it-but don't tell
me it's because you're so dedicated and serious and
you hate this system!"
I think we have to listen to them, I think we have to
answer them on a deep level. I mean, one thing we do
have to understand-if we didn't have the hatred for
this system, if we weren't fired with that kind of
hatred, if we didn't have the burning desire to get rid
of all this and bury it once and for all, tben we would
have no right to call our~elves revolutionaries, and we
would never be able to lead anybody in making revolution. As Lenin once said very clearly in criticizing someone, without this kind of spirit you can't have a
revolution, without this kind of spirit of hatred for the
system and a burning desire not to compromise with it
one bit, and not to compromise your prindpl~s even
with people who don't see the need for revolution yet
one bit-without that kind of spirit, you can't make a

revolution; but that spirit, · he also says, will never
make a revolution by itself. It has to be terapered with
revolutionary theory and a scientific method to be able
to dea l with the complexities of what a revolution is
about and to be able to bring forward the force that
can actually make a revolution, and that is the masses
of people in their millions.
·
When we go out here, we have t.o be able to answer
these questions deeply. Why do we dar~ .fo ·.go before
the masses of people and' say, ''There is a party, there
is. a leadership in this country that can lead us all the
way to make revolution"? Because the people in and
around this party are somehow better people than
those who have tried before-more dedicated, with a
deeper hatred, more determinat{on? No. I've run this
down a couple of times in different speeches-if this
hatred and courage and heroism could make a revolution, the Black Panther Party would have made it. We
can't forget that, and without that, like I said, you're
not going to make a revolution . But where does the
strength really come from to maintain a revolutionary
line, to maintain a revolutionary orientation, to maintain your political bearings all the way through all the
twists and turns and past all the detours and deadends
and roadblocks the bourgeoisie throws up? Where do
you get the ability not to go for those sugar-coated
bullets as well as the ability to fight back in the face of
the real bullets? Now the real bullets are coming, let's
not be mistaken about that. The real bullets are coming. You know we're not going to stop what we're doing because the real bullets are coming, but where do
you get the ability to fight back and to deepen and
broaden your revolutionary work in the face of that as
well as not to be taken in by the sugar-coated bullets?
Do you get it just from gritting your teeth? Closing
your eyes and saying, with some kind of 'feligious
posture, "Get thee hehind me bourgeoisie, I will not
be tempted." [Laughter] That's not the way you're
going to do it. With 1ha1 kind of idealism you're not
going to do it.
There's basically two things, and they're really dialectically related, that are the ultimate basis we have to
stand up to them and beat all these things. One of
them is the masses of people, and the other is the correct theory and principles of Marxism-Leninism, Mao
Tsetung Thought. By putting those two together, by
dialectically linking them together, in an ever deepening and broadening way, q1at's the way we're going to
be able to continue, through all the complexities, all
the twists and turns, through all the forwards and
backwards, all the victories and the temporary setbacks of the communists here and throughout the
. world-that's the way ultimately we're going to be
able to overcome all that and to triumph and to join
with the p·eople of the world and struggle in unity with
our- class internationally to advance to communism .
Without one or the other of those things, or if we let
those two things be cut apart from each other and
separated,-we are not going to be able to withstand the
sugar-coated bullets, and we are not going to be able to
withstand the real bullets. That's important for us to
understand in terms of our own orientation. But it's
also important for us to understand in order to be able
to arm the people who raise these questions among the
Continued on paj!e 14
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Fertile Soil
For Seeds
Continued from page J

lies beneath the surface in the feelings
and mood of the people of this Northeastern Ohio town. I had followed the
Revolutionary May Day Brigades into
Youngstown, and what became clear as
the authorities lashed out to viciously
attack the Brigade members was that
not only had a storm been kicked up
with the arrival of the Brigade, but that
even before then, the storm was already
brewing.
Youngstown, Ohio. I gazed now at
the boarded up buildings and shops.
And passing t>y the mammoth steel
mills, dead still, deserted by the profit
makers, I tried to envision how much
flesh and blood of our class, generation
after generation, had fattened the
Youngs, the Himrods, and the Campbells-the upper class, who left their
names all over the libraries, street signs,
offices and buildings as a little reminder
of whose town this is.
Some are still employed in this
" ghost town." Autoworkers told me
countless stodes about conditions inside the plant. For the privilege of
working, one pays a high toll-in
fingers, scarred arms and mangled
bodies. Women, Blacks and Latin
workers get special treatment on jobs
that send them home dogged tired.
"Every morning when it comes time to
go to the shack by the river, where we
pick up explosives to blast all the furnaces, it's supposed to be different
workers every day,'' a younger steelworker bitterly told me. "But you can
bet your bottom dollar it'll be two
Blacks and one white . The Blacks will
do it for a solid week or as long as they
put up for it, but that white face will
change every day. When I started down
at the mill, they gave you jobs according
to your nationality too. The Polish
workers worked one line, the Italians
another and the most dangerous, shit
jobs were always worked by Black and
Spanish."
Virtually every Black person in town
hit the streets in the late 60s as
Youngstown's south side went up in
smoke.
The coming spring and with it the
shutdown of U.S. Steel promises to
swell the ranks of the thousands already
pounding the doors of the unemployment and welfare offices. And how
many thousands are there right now in
this town like the brother I talked to
named Joe? He's got eight kids and he's
laid off from the mill. He went to the
welfare office to help supplement his
unemployment. They refused him
because he "already had an income."
Aside from this "income," the only
other bone thrown his way by the
unemployment office was a vague hope
that somewhere out there a job was just
waiting for him. Somewhere ... a job
paying $3 an hour less than what he
made at the mill. Who can afford to
pick up and move? Who would want to
when there's every indication that
"somewhere out there" he'll find more
of the same?

•

•

•

•

•

Today's newspaper harps on a continuing theme, a solution aimed at reversing the trend, a way out: Should the
workers of U.S. Steel buy the mill? The
idea came up when Youngstown Sheet
and Tube closed a large part of its
operations, in fact, it came up before
then, and seems to be voiced louder
with every shutdown. Some workers are
going for it; it's a sick joke, and even
today's newspaper focuses on an example a few years ago when miners in Minnesota dumped retirement and severance
pay into a "worker control" scheme to
save the mine. The mine closed, but today in Youngstown the idea remains.
Some people are going to have to be
slapped in the face more than once to
wake up.
But I'll tell you something-some
people are here in Youngstown wide
awake right now. Why else would the
lords here in Youngstown, with orders
from on high, go after the May Day
Brigade like they did? The 10 members
of the May Day Brigade were arrested

shortly after they rolled into town two
weeks ago. For misdemeanor charges,
their bail was raised to $4,500 each.
During the legal proceedings, the
kangaroo court of Judge Leo Morely
distinguished itself by, among other
things, arresting two May Day 10 supporters on the charge of contempt after
they had whispered to each other. The
local newspaper joined the hunt for
blood, hysterically editorializing about
these "outside agitators."
"You know why they came down so
hard on those people selling that news~
paper and passing out leaflets in the
Unemployment Office that day?" I
awaited an answer to this question asked by a worker in a coffee shop. He
answered his own question . "Because
there's not dozens, not hundreds, but
thousands of people here who are ready
for something like this. The puppets of
the rich in this town are coming down
heavier everywhere. They know the
people are jittery, thinking about the
future . They know that the people are
tired thinking about their Big Lie.
They've got more than one Morely sitting on those benches in their courtrooms and they've got a bunch of super
cops packing pistols in these streets.: '
"The people aren't blind to all this,"
another worker told me as we talked at
his house. "Many are striking back
from the trouble and frustration they
feel. The shit's been building for a long
time ... '' This brother hit some big

questions: "Nobody wants to think
there has to be another war, that more
of our brothers and sisters have to shed
their blood to keep the rich up on the
top of the world . .. The dogs running
Youngstown don't want anybody out
there talking up unity between workers
of different races because it will target
them for all the death and destruction. ''
The May Day Brigade has made a
profound impact on this town. Every
day I hear something new. The owner
of a local cafe posted a May Day 1980
Manifesto in the window and then proceeded to pass out a May Day leaflet
with every meal!
· ·
A fundamentalist preacher lias even
been touched by May Day here in
Youngstown. With supporters of the
May Day 10 and aft Iranian student as
his honored guests, Reverend Howell
delivered a sermon last Sunday and
said, in part, "There is so much greed,
injustice, and corruption in our system,
from Washington D.C. to the lowest
precincts of Youngstown, Ohio ...
wickedness and oppression are entrenched in high places. How can I, a citizen
of the United States of America, respect
the words 'with liberty and justice for
aJl' when I saw before my very eyes as I
sat last Monday in the courtroom two
. revolutionaries cited for whispering,
then I counted 14 others in that same
court who spoke to each other, and the
judge did not cite a one of them for
contempt of court . .. I am a believer in

.
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the full gospel of Christ, but I refuse to
say 'my country right or wrong.'" The
reverend made clear his position that
"even our masters have masters," b~t
he also called on his congregation to
register their protest against the
outrageo~s attack on the May Day 10,
even having one of their lawyers up in
the pulpit with him. Part of the sermon
was aired on the radio, and immediately
afte~wards, a woman called to say it
was the most beautiful thing she ever
heard.
Coming to Youngstown, Ohio was a
lot like coming home. I could talk to
wc;>rkers and other people here for five
minutes and feel that I'd khown them
all my life. I've got to leave the city
soon and I'm deep in thought again
remembering tne= words of a worke;
who was jailed -,vith the Brigade. He
said, "I'd be,pleased to stand with this
bunch of people on May 1st. Especially
when people as far away as Iran are in
the streets for the same reason."
Youngstown, Ohio. In · this dying
town, the future is being born. . . · •
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FBI Covered KKK
Death Bombing

.

'

Clockwise, from top left: Crowd watches police remove bodies from
bombed-out church. Police stands guard as bodies are removed. One of
"!ore .than 40 other bombings in Birmingham, racists' response to civil
fights struggle. Tens of thousands at protest march and memorial seFvice
in Washington, D.C. following bombings .
. A secret Justice Department report recently leaked. to the New York
Times, documents the FBl ' s complicity in Ku Klux Klan murders and firebom~ings in the 1960s. According to the report, by refusing to release
FB! files, J.Edgar Hoover blocked the prosecution of four Ku Klux
Klansmen known by the Bureau to be the ones who firebombed the 16th
Street Baptist Church in Birmingham.Jn 1963, killing four Black youth.
Not only that, but a fifth suspect in the bombing was hired as an informant by the FBI two months after the crime. The informant remained on
the federal payroll ·for two years, engaging in similar attacks against
Blacks, again with the full knowledge of the FB'I.
Such. rep.arts, ho~ever, represent only the tip of the iceberg. During
the period in question there were at least 30 such bombings in the
Birmingham area. Prime targets included churches and the homes of
local Black civil rights advocates. At oner point there was a rash of
bombings in the Fountain Heights community, a pr~viously all-white area
into which Blacks were beginning to move. It became such a frequent
occurrence that Fountain Heights came to be known as " Dynamite Hill."
Although the FBI had a team of 60 "investigators" in Birmingham, only one man has beE;ln brought to trial for any of these bombings. The FBI
worked hand in hand with the KKK scum then, as they do today.

May Day Campaign
Conlinued from page 6
tender at Lockheed's Seattle shipyard,
exposing the war preparations of the
U.S. imperialists.
Lines Are Drawn

In t he course of th is battle for May
Day 1980, thousands o f people are learning about the stakes involved by the
very nature of the reactionary attacks
coming down. At National Semico ndu cto r in San Jose, where
thousands of women are· employed , the
huge plant was thrown into turmoil
when a well-kno wn r evolutionary
woman worker was grabbed by guards,
taken to personnel and fired for helping
the local M ay Day Committee collect
donations at the plant gate. This
woma n went right into the cafeteria and
got up on a table and said, " They're
trying to fire M ay Da y by firing me!"
calling on her fellow work ers to joi n in
to build for M ay I st. The words were
barely out of her mou th when security
dragged her o.ff kicking and fighting into the back room. T hey handcuffed her
and held her while Santa Clara cops
molested her as a company bigshot looked on. When she refused to submit, one
of the pigs punched her in the eye and
threatened to hospitalize her . She was

arrested for trespassing. H earing the
news o f this disgusting incident several
women's groups in the Bay A rea have
joined wi th the May Day Committee to
cake action against this outrage.
The cowardly attack s by the
• bourgeoisie have only made clearer the
nature of the bestial class that rules this
country and clearer that . thousands
must be.on the streets on May 1st. They
have strengthened the determination of
the May Day Brigades and the revolutionary work ers and oppressed people
to take the offensive. In San Francisco
. bus drivers invited the May Day
Brigades ont o their busses to agitate
and pass out leaflets. In Chicago when
the May Day Brigade went into the
unemployment office-filled with 300
people-many in the crowd cheered.
The police barged in and sized up that
the masses were against them, saying,
" If you go quietly, you w"on ' t be arrested." One guy waiting in the office
took the Revolutionary Workers from
one of the brigaders and put them
under his coat, saying, "If you get
busted, I 'll sell these myself." A nd
several other people spoke up 10 let the
cops know that th ere would be no arrests tolera ted .

Word of hot debat e over May Day
reached the Workers Center in Chicago
when one worker, a company man , called up to say: "What are you trying to
do ... there's au these people here at my
plant talking about, 'We won't work
that day will you, we won't work that
day will you.' Just what are you trying
"to do . . . Now, I'm not going to tell you
where I work, I have to go argue with
these guys and tell ' em that you're
wrong."
..,
May Day h11s definitely hit some
nerves. And as the Brigades travel
across the country, the word is running
ahead of them. There are thousands
more looking for a way forward, as the
following letter form Chapel Hill,
North Carolina shows:
·
Dear friends and comrades,
I have seen your poster hanging in town
on a telephone pale today and have
read it. concerning May Day 1980. I am
very impressed , but you left out one
thing. Where is this march going to take
place? I 'm all fired up and ready to go .
But I need to know which direction.
For years I 've shouted out for revolution and got no answer from the people.
My cries have been drowned out by
Happy Days and Disco Fever. I am crying out again.
•
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DON'T TALK
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Continut>d from pa~e 5
eliciting still further cooperation . To
quote a textbook on interrogation
techniques, " ... letting the subject tell
a few lies, and letting him apparently
get away with them, is an excellent technique, and works well with many types of
subjects. We have seen that lying on the
part of the subject works to the 11dvantage of the interrogator ... "
Is there no way, then, to outsmart the
enemy when the " knock on the door"
comes? Yes, there is. Refuse to talk,
and slam the door. Don't say anything,
don't cuss him out or give him... a
political lecture, which will expose
nothing to the people, reveal something
to the enemy of your personality and
your views, and will all be recorded.
What has been run down so far applies not only to FBI interviews, but to
the policeman a t the door, the Secret
Service, the IRS agent with "a few
questions about your tax return (other
than a formal hearing), tl~e "private"
investigator, the various phony "censustakers," and so on.
The " don't talk " rule also means not
talking when you don't know who
you 're talking to. After all, most
government intellignce-gathering is
"silent," that is, carried on without the
specific knowledge of the subject. You
may be the target of an interview
without knowing you've been interviewed-an agent may pose as a
surveyor, census taker, or mailman or
just somebody checking on a friend 's .
job application form who "just wants
to ask you a.few questions." '
One favorite trick1 in the early 1970s
was for a very smooth-talking agent to
call early in the morning, when the vie' tim was not likely to be very alert, to
ask why he didn't report for jury duty
as ordered. "Don't you know you can
go to jail for avoiding jury duty?"
When you got all worried about this
and protested that you never got any
notification o f jury duty, the caller
would be very conciliatory and offer to
help you get out of trouble. "Well, if
you didn't get the letter, you weren't
really trying to evade jury duty. Just let
me check m y records and we'll send you
a nother one-maybe we have the wrong
address for you." Then, implying he'd
get you out of jury duty altogether,
he'd "confirm" your name, address,
employer, etc.-and thus confirm the
accuracy of their information and informers , that they had the tap on the
right phone, etc. It was also a ·powerful
form of intimidation- when you realized what had happened (often just after
you hung up), a nd how dumb you acted
in the face of their slick routine, it really
shook you up and 'made them seem very
powerful.
If somebody calls for you with some
question, tell them you're busy, take
their name and number so you can call ,
them back. Usually, you can check the
number o ut a nd see who it is (in the case
of the "jury d uty" caller, it usually
turned out to be an unlisted number
somewhere in the local fed era l
building.)
An Arrest
In the even t you are arrested, the
same principles apply, although the
situation may require great political
will, steadfastness, and endurance.
The first thing t hat usually happens
when you are arrested is that you are
thrown up against the car by a couple of
mean pigs, roughly searched, yelled at,
t:tandcuffed, and 'tossed in the back
seat. The police seem li ke they're on the
edge of giving you a beating (and
sometimes this happens.) But it should
be kept in mind that the police are trai ned to do this for a purpose: to frighten
and subdue their "subject," a nd put
him or her in a state of mild shock and
not-so-mild fear. The Sbdden tra nsition
to the back of a patrol car unnerves just
about everybody- and it's supposed to.
Don't be surprised if, once you 're on
you way to the station, the atmosphere
changes. The cops are friendly, almost
buddy-buddy. They seem to convey sort
of an ironical distaste for having to be
in this line of work. They seem genuinelv interested in you, you ARE interesting, a break from their dull
routine, everything seems to say. They

want to talk, just friendly talk. You feel
Grand Juries
sciousness about the various roles of the
that responding with casual, cool constate and a widespread fallacy, which
versation shows them you 're not afraid,
Then there is the question of grand
even holds some influence within the
that you can handle it.
juries. One favorite method they have
revolutionary ranks, that government
But this is just as much part of the
l'o try to " make" you talk is threatening
spying on the politiclil movement was
program as · the initia l rough-stuff.
greatly curtailed or stopped by the "exto haul you in front of a grand jury.
They're trying to get you to drop your
While this can be blow-hard blustering,
posures" and Congressional investigaguard, to make damaging statements
tion on the FBI's COINTEL program,
this is a serious threat, because while
about whatever you might be charged
the C IA's massive spying within the
you have ho lega l obligation whatsoever
with, o r to revea l other information
to talk at all to any law enforcement ofU.S. a.nd so on. This is totally untrue,
about yourself or other people or acas a httle perusal of current FBI inficer (other than to give your name and
tivities-or to set you up for another
vestigations will tell you-or, as the
address if arrested), you have no such
sudden change in atmosphere a s part of
government's attempts to frame up Bob
right in many situations involving apthe process of breaking you.
A vakian and the opening of a Secret
pea rances before a grand jury, which
This last element is a variation on the
Service investigation on the basis of
supposedly "investigates" matter for
" tear-down, build-up" technique used
fabricated charges exhibit , a modus
possible prosecution. Two things need
in ha rd-core interroga tions. According
operandi identical to the wellto be said about this. First, you can't
to a standard text on interrogations,
documented methods of COINTEL.
avoid .going before the grand jury by
this technique " ... consists of alterThis question. : Qf how to face the
talking to the police first, because if
nately telling the subject what a . they are serious about the grand jury
authorities is a political one-it is
wonderful person he is in one breath,
supremely political. It isn't just between
they'll drag you into court to repeat it
then telling him what a total loss he is in
all and more-and it is a crime to lie to , you and tlie tops. It is a question of the
the next. First he is worth every conmasses of people and of revolution. If
a grand jury, ·Or to refuse to answer any
sideration; second he is worth less than
the question is not kept subordinate to
question. Second, if you are forced to
no consideration .. . " The friendly
appear before a grand jury (a complex · the politics of proletarian r.evolution, ·it
comradeship is designed to draw out the
will end up strengthening bourgeois
legal situation that definitely requires a
"subject," fo find "weak spots, "
politics. For instance, in the U.S. durlawyer's advice-which is supposedly
things the prisoner is sensitive about,
ing the 1950s and early l.960s, the
your right), they can ask you anything
whether some trifling personal mangovernment dragged a nearly endless
they want and, no matter how you
nerism, or physical defect, anything at
parade of members and sympathizers of
might want to appease them, they can
all. Then the approach shifts to intense
the old revisionist Communist Party
always ask .YOU some question that you
ridicule and scorn. Once having
before Congressional Committees. A can't answer without making a real pig
entered into some "friendly" interfew stood up heroicaJly; many minded
of yourself. With revolutionaries, the
course with these "gentlemen," the
their p's and q 's, observed the letter of
main purpose of grand jury investigasubsequent ridicule and scorn takes a
the la~. and generally bent over so far
tions has not been investigating
heavy toll of humiliation and demorali. backwards to avoid ending up in jail
anything-it has been to ask people
zation, and this in turn weakens your
that their cowardly behavior did great
questions they can't answer deliberatewill for what is to follow.
harm to the morale and political
ly, in order to jail them for contempt.
In fact, revealing anything about
development of the progressive move{n other words, the grand jury is often
yourself at all, or even what appears to
ment. In contrast, tlte Bolshevik
just an excuse to throw people in jail
be the most trifling fact about others,
Deputies in the Czarist Duma (parliawithout having ro charge them with
can be disastrous . These "dumb cops"
ment) who took a courageous stand
anything.
have studied psychology, especially the
against their government's war prepara"Know the enemy and know
detectives and professional interyourself," was a military maxim that . tions and policies after the outbreak of
rogators you may well be dealing with .
the first imperialist world war knew
Mao Tsetung used to like to quote. StuIf they are determined to break you,
dying and understanding the methods • that they were breakipg the law and that
.anything they know about your perthey woul(f face severe punishment, but
of the enemy, and. studying ..and
sonality aids them in developing a
their· actions were no individual martyr
understanding the revolutionary line of
strategy to do just that. If they want in- . our Party, are, in brief, what is required
trip. They greatly affected the masses of
formation, anything you say, whether
people, contributed to making clear the
to safeguard the security of the revolutrue or false, will be chewed over by
revolutionaries' stand on war and
tionary organization. " DON'T TALK"
them and used as a wedge to get more.
helped lay the basis for the future upis a simple rule, but if we don't undersIf desperate, they will resort to bluff
surge of the revolution. And again, take
tand the reasons for it and the line
and subterfuge. Somebody else ratted
the example of Iran. Aside from the
behind it, then we are actually missing
on you, they will say. Your child is sick.
question
of. the revolutionary secrets
.something that is profound .
Don't ypu want to get out of here? No,
protected, who can calculate . the
The fundamental purpose of all this
sorry, you've had your one phone call,
tremendous impulse th.a t was given to
investigation is to enable the U.S . ruling
but if you would just cooperate ... In
the people's uprising by the inspiration
class to violently smash the revoluIra n, the SA VAK police (trained by the
of the ma rtyrs who stood up to torture .
tionary organization of .th~ proleta riat.
CIA) played ta pes that sounded like
In the face of this intelligence war _ and even death instead of capitulating.
revolutionary leaders saying something
That the intelligence and police apagainst the revolutionary movement,
bad about the person arrested, or did
and the especially intense concentration - paratus of the government are bending
. the same thing from loved ones.
such great efforts to try to destroy the
on the Revolutionary Communist Par- Some people resort to the tactic ot'
masses' revolutionary leadership clearly
ty, all revolutiona ries must fully
blustering, faked or out of context dedemons.trates their deep fear of revoluunderstand that the enemy is deadly
fia nce, " telling off" the pigs, engaging
tion, the masses, the Party and· the
serio us. This means that Party
in fiery " debates" with them. ihis is a
members, supporters, and all revolu- , future-and what fills the enemy with
fear is for us an inexha ustible source of
waste of strength and breath, and most
tionary activists must approach the task
often will set you up as well . When
strength.
•
of denying the enemy the information
you're a lmost exhausted, s uddenly th·e
they so desperately crave with equal
"pigs" you've been telling off will
~eriousness . The first step in this direcvanish, and a quiet , friendly guy who
tion is adopting the stand of "Cast
This article was not wrillen by an atquite subtly conveys that he has some
Away Illusions, Prepare to Struggle."
torney. We have tried to see that it is as
sympathy or even understanding for
The tendency to blindly underestimate
accurate as possible, but it is not meant
your point of view will a ppear. Maybe
the interest of the bourgeoisie in learnto be considered as legal advice by us. It
he watched the exchange, a nd you picking about every aspect of revolutionary
is meant only to serve as a ge,neral ,,
ed up in his eyes a look of near con~ · worl< and revolutionary organization
guide. If and when the heed arises, it is
tempt for the stupid grunts, a nd a
still expresses itself in various forms.
always a good idea to check with an atgrudging admiration for your own
This just means handing intelligence
torney.
courage, wit a nd intelligence. You'd
over on a silver platter. Some comrades
feel like a fool to rant and rave at him;
feel that "they may be interested in
he's on a different side, but .. . he's the
other people, but not in me" or
same as the others. It may seem incon- . "security will be important in the
cievable when far from such a situation
future; for now it's j ust trai ning,"
that anyone could fall into such a pit.
oblivious to the overwhelming eviBut it .happens, due to inexperience,
dence to the contrary, including the
fear, exhaustion-even the loneliness of
openly stated policies of the FBI and
having nobody to talk to- the convicother bourgeois intelligence organization does arise tha t it is safe to .. . just . tions. Others adopt the attitude that
talk . .. with just this one guy. And the
" well, if they .really want to find out
police can be very skillful and patient at
something, I guess they'll find out no
waiting for this moment.
matter what." In fact, however, the
If you're lonely, tell them you want a
vast bulk of intelligence garnered by
lawyer. Legally, once you demand a
these agencies would be cut off if their
lawyer they're not even supposed to try
well-known methods of obtaining into question you until an attorney is preformation were consistently taken into
sent. Of course, this law is often . account and simple means of circumventing were emp loyed.
overlooked, a nd the a ttorney they suppDuring the high tide of struggle of the
ly (if you don't call your own) ma y be .
another trap. If and when you make your I 1960s, when a visit from the FBI or
one phone call you' re supposedly allowlocal Red Squad became a part of the
ed to get someone to bail you out,
program for 'many people's evenings a t
remember-the pigs have been waiting
home, there arose a very strong consciousness of these visits as important
for you to make this move and will
incidents in the class struggle. People
follow it with great interest. Bes t to
would proudly keep their mouths shut
figure o ut beforeha nd who to call if
and widely condemn those who didn't.
you la nd in jail. A lso, remember that
more tha n one person coming in with
Today, a fter a period of political ebb in
the late 1970s, there are new and inexbail has ended up needing bail too, if
perienced people involved. Beyond that
the cops decide he or she is a nother
there has a lso been an ebb of con"suspect."
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For miles around Washington, D.C.
it is visible-the nighttime capitol building, the familiar dome shape floodlit
against a starless sky. To the traveller in
the air, the scene is even more dramatic:
government buildings shine like jewels
against the ebony velvet background,
with a webbing of streetlights guiding
the eye to the crown jewel, the illuminated seat of government.
When the sun lifts the curtain of
darkness, illusion is tarnished by reality. Blocks upon blocks of slums-the
slavequarters now visible-contrast
starkly with the facades of white marble. Yet the illusictn is perpetuated and
the tour buses carefully routed to
minimize the "blemishes".
Washington, D.C. was consciously
planned to be the U.S. bourgeoisie's
showpiece to the world . To that end,
the architecture for their "public"
buildings has been carefully chosen to
project the stand and outlook of the
ruling class in subtle (and not too subtle) ways, so much so that the Capitol
dome has become as much a symbol for
"America" as their stinking flag.
With the final shot of the American
Revolution in 1783, the fledgling
American bourgeoisie was finally out
from under the yoke of the British
aristocracy and its monarch. Now the
likes of Benjamin Franklin (entrepreneur and banker), Paul Revere
(merchant), Thomas Jefferson and
George Washington (large landed
slaveowners) were free as a class to rule
society. They had been humiliated by
the monarchy for years-even as they
prospered and accumulated increasing
wealth. To the ruling kings and lords,
they had been mere money grubbing
shopkeepers, untitled, uncultured merchants of dubious ancestry.
The bourgeoisie had led a successful
revolution, tossing out the English king
and court with their "royal bloodlines"
and "divine right of kings," but now
the new exploiters (who suffered a bit
of an inferiority complex toward the
aristocracy) had to build up their own
symbols and self-image-monuments
to their rule, which would rival the
kings and impress their own
•:subjects." In 1790, they set out to

y

build their new Capitol city.
It had to be different-a clear break
from the feudal architectural styles of
the European monarchies. Washington,
D.C. would not be built in frilly and effete Baroque and Rococco styJe so
much the rage of the recently beheaded
French Court. Yet, it had to be
great ... monumental ... an egoboosting showpiece of power. For their
monuments, the new U.S. rulers turned
back the clock 2,000 years-to the
Greek "democracy" and the Roman
Empire. The U.S. bourgeoisie would
proclaim themselves the inheritors of
the "golden age" of Greece and Rome
and adopt the "Classical" architecture
of the ruins.
A fitting choice indeed, the architecture of slavery. In spite of all the
chapte·rs in all the civics books about
the "democracy" of Greece, these ancient societies were slave societies. How
fitting for the new democrats! How appropriate for the newborn United
States, whose very constitution not only
made slavery legal, but also restricted
the right to vote to those who owned
property or slaves!; whose first President got his wife Martha with a dowery
of 300 slaves!
The new ruling class hoped that by
copying the "Classical" style, this
would inspire a sense of "permanence"
and "reason and order" towards the
institutions housed inside. Of course,
the bourgeoisie had _more than just
architectural style on their minds at that
time. They had already had their first
rebellion to put down-Shay's Rebellion of 1783, where thousands of
Massachusetts farmers returned from
fighting in the Revolutionary War to
face court-ordered foreclosures on their
farms, and exploded in rage. Steps were
taken on a number of fronts to convince people that 1776 must and would
be the last revolution in the United
States. But just in ease persuasion failed
to win people's allegiance, careful
attention was paid tp the overall layout
of the new Capitol city.
This job went to French designer
Pierre L'Enfant. L'Enfant designed
Washington's streets extra wide and
straight. Wide, because the barricades

The U.S. Capitol, whose base Is practically a carbon copy of the Par·
thenon In ·R ome (left). The Dome was lifted from another Roman ~esign.
(Right) Statue of Roman Centurion at Capitol door.

Above: (Left) Supreme Court. (Right) Greek Temple, Athens. Below: (Left)
Washington Monument. (Right) Egyptian obelisk. '

-

....
\

\

of the French revolution were fresh in
his mind; stFaight, making it easy for
the government to set up cannon at key
locations to defend the Capitol from
foreign invasion or its own people.
As the U.S. empire expanded, its
taste in architecture became more arrogant. They · constructed "the most imposing and costly monument ever erected to a man . .. a perpetual tribute of a
grateful people to that great ~nd overshadowing figure in the nation's history-George Washington." The result
was a brutal 550 foot monolith-a
greatly enlarged imitation of an Egyptian obelisk (a form of pyramip). It's
sheer size symbolizes his "greatness'',

the plaj n lines his "purity".
(Washington died of syphillis in 1799).
By the beginning of the 20th century, ·
Washington, D.C. had become the
Capitol of a major imperialist world
power, but its architecture had become
a hodge-podge of differen~ styles and
eras. Needed buildings had been thrown
up as quickly as possible without a conscious plan.
In 1901, Congress adopted a plan to
rebuild major parts of the city. L'Enfant's original plan was reaffirmed
and expanded. Block after block of
buildings that did not conform to the
"Classical" image wer.e slated for
replacement. Their goals were bluntly
stated: "The renewed city served as a
unifying force, a national image with
,Continued qn page 16
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Commenting further in his .<fiary,
Henry Stimson, Secretary of War,
wrote: ..When the news first came that
Japan had attacked us, my first feeling
was of relief that the indecision was
over and that a crisis had come in a way
which would unite all our people. This
On the morning of December 7,
military contention between Japan apd
policy should not, repeat not. be concontinued to be my dominant feeling in
1941, hundreds of Japanese aircraft atthe United States for control of the- s.trued as restricting you to a course of
spite of the news of catastrophes which
tacked the U.S. Pacific fleet at its base
Pacif.C basin.
1
action that might jeopardize your
quickly developed. For I feel that this
in Pearl Harbor. Hawaii. Over three
When Japan occupied Northern
defe.ose. Prior to hostile Japanese accountty united has practically nothing
thousand American servicemen and
lndo-Cbina in 1940, the interests of the
tion you are directed to undertake such
to fear; while the apathy and divisions
civilians wen~ ti.lied or wounded in two
U.S. and its allies Britain. France, and
reconnaissance and other measures as
stirred up by unpatriotic men have been
hours, four of the World War I vintage
Holland in the area were directly
you deem necessary but these measures
hitherto very discouraging. '•
battleships lined up in the bay were
challenged. lndo-China was a French
.should be carried out so as not. repeat
Henry Luce, the publisher of Life
sunk and most of the rest damaged. Ad- - colony and the Japanese occupation
not. to alarm civil population or
and Time magazines, was even more
dressing a joint session of Congress the
was threatening Britain's rubber and tin
disclose intent. Report measures taken.
carried away with the glory of Pearl
next day. President Roosevelt solemnly
interests in Malaya and Holland's oil in
Should hostilities occur you will carry
Harbor. In his edi°torial in Life
described December 7 as " a day that
the East Indies. And right on the way to
out the tasks assigned in Rainbow Five
magazine, Luce wrote: "This is the day
will live in infamy.•• Could there be any
these was the American colony of the
so far as they pertain to Japan. l.imit
of wrath. It is also·the day of hope . ...
doubt as to the character of what had
Philippines.
dissemination this highly secret inforFor this our America was made. Uniquehappened? Was it not clear that Japan
On July 26, 1941, Japan announced
mation to minimum essential officers ..,
ly among naiions, America was created
was the aggressor? Had not Japan fired
that it would exercise a "protectorate"
(our emphasis-RW)
out of the hopes of mankind and
the first shot? Roosevelt continued:
over all of lndo-Cbina and began occuIn other words, "This is it! We are
dedicated to the fulfillment of those
" ... our people. our territory, and our
pying the strategic rubber-growing area
going to war against Japan. Make sure
hopes. It is for this reason that we acinterests a.re in gr.we danger .... I ask
of South Vietnam. The response of the
they strike the first blow so they can be
cept only two alternatives--"either to die
that the Congress declare that since the
U.S. imperialists was ioimediate. The
branded as the aggressor. And whatevtt
in the smoking ruins of a totally
unprovoked and dastardly attack by
next day the U.S. froze all Japanese
you do, don't let the masses of people
destroyed America or else to justify
Japan on Sunday, December 7th, a
assets in the U.S. and forced Britain
find out our plan!"
forever the faith of our fathers and the
state of war has existed between the
and Holland to follow suit. War was .
And as for the Japanese being ..~n
ho~ of mankind." For Luce imperialUnited States and the Japanese
certain unless Japan capitulated to•all
predictable," nothing could be farther
ist "'ar was the ·c rowning achievement
Empire.''
U.S. demands to v.'ithdraw from the
from the truth. In one 'of the best kept
of mankind.
But behind tlte scenes, in the private
area.
secrets of World War 2 the U.S. managIn the history books Pearl Harbor is meetings of capitalist government ofFrom hert on out it was all "peace
ed to break the Japan~ top-secret
still portrayed as "the day of infamy,"
ficials. the mood was quite different;
maneuvers." by both sides aimed at trydiplomatic oode in August of 1940.
the clearest example of the sneaky atalmost one of jubilation that the war
ing to mate the other side appeal' to be
From that date on, the President and
tack of the ·aggressors versus the noble
for which they had been planning for so
the "aggressor." The Japanese sent a
senior government officials read every
justice of the peaceful giant forced
long bad fmally begun, and on the best
special "peace negotiator" to Washingday the cables between Tokyo and its
against its will to fight. But like all inpossible basis: lhey attacked us first! In
ton, but on November 25 a large
embassies all over the-world. They read
terimperialist wars it was begun under
his diary. Secretary of War Henry L.
Japanese fleet was seen steaming south
tlte dispatches from the Japanese con·circumstances deliberately contrived to
Stimson recalled how be got the news:
sulate in Honolulu reporting on the expast Taiwan. On November 25, U.S.
deceive the masses and fought by both
"While I was sitting at lunch. 'the PresiSecretary of State Cordell Hull gave the
act disposition of U.S. warships in the
the U.S. and Japanese imperialists for
dent called me up on the telephon~ and
Japanese an ultimatum demanding that
harbor. And they also read the final
the sole purpose of defending and exin a rather excited voice as~ed me,
they evacuate lodo-China and China
Japanese reply to the U.S. ultimatum of
panding their holdings and areas of
'Have you .beard the news?' I said,
domination. This_remains true in spite
and recognize Chiang Kai-shek as the
November 26 as it was being radioed to
'Well, I have heard the telegrams which
only legitimate government in China.
the Japanese ambassador in Washingof the fact that the character of the war
have been coming in about the Japanese
ton.
changed with the German imperialists'
That evening Secretary of War Stimson
advances in the Gumf of Siam.• He said,
recorded in his diary: "(the President)
attack on the then-socialist Soviet
Tile Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor
'Oh, no. I don•t mean that. They have
brought up the event that we were likely
occurred at about I :30 in the afternoon
Union.
attacked Hawaii. They are now bombIn preparing for the coming world
to be attacked perhaps next Monday.
(Washington time) on Sunday.
war, whose character is that of a struging Hawaii. • WeU. that was an excitefor the Japanese are notorious for ma.kDecember 7. The rejection of the
ment indeed." Continuing about the
ing an attack without warning, and the
American ultimatum was received and " gle between two imperialist superBritish reaction to the Japanese troop
decoded that morning by military cryppowers (the U.S. and the USSR) for the
question was what we should do. The
ability to dominate and exploit the
movements toward Malaya, Stimson
question was how we should maneuver
tographers, along with orders to
world, the U.S. ruling class is once
noted that "The British were very much
them into the position offiring the first
destroy the code machines and bum all
again feverishly trying to prepare public
excited about it and our efforts this
shot without allowing too much danger
documents. But special action was
morning in drawing our papers was to
opinion to ae<.cept its own blood-soaked
to ourselves. It was a difficult propositaken because in fact the preparations
rule by pointing the finger at its imsee whether or not we should all act
tion." (our empbasis-R W)
had already been made. Ali of the airperialist rival and crying "Aggressor!"
together .. . . all thought that we must
The .next day the Army Chief of
craft carriers of the Pacific flea (the
fight if the British fought. But now the
Staff, George C. Marshall, sent the
ships that really counted) were safdy . The stand of the working class must be
that first proclaimed by Lenin in t~e
Japs have so&ved the whole t)ing by atfollowing cable to the commanding
out of Pearl Harbor as the planners in
Fust World War, that the revolutionary
Washington calmly waited for the
tacking us directly in Hawaii."
general in1Hawaii: ·
class cannot but wish for the defeat of
Japanese attack. Kt seven in the mornThe attack on Pearl Harbor occurred
"Negotiations with Japan appear to
its government in a reactionary war and
ing the U.S.S. Ward sunk a Japanese
in the context of a global world war-a
be terminated to all practical purposes
can only cherish the thought of convertsubmariµe attempting to slip into Pearl
world war whose origins. as in World
with only the barest possibilities that
ing the imperialist war into a revoluHarbor. And beginning at 7:00 in the
War l, lay in the rivalfy between comthe Japanese Government might come
tionary civil war for the overthrow of
morning Sergeant George E. Elliott
peting imperiall51 bfocs to redivide the
. back and offer to continue. Japanese
the capitalist class. No matter what
dutifully tracked and reported a large
world's colonies and ieSources. And far
future action unpredictable but hostile
manner of "Pearl Harbor" they have in
flight of incoming planes from his radar
from being a sudden outburst by "fanaaction possible at any moment. If
store for us, the question is not one of
tical Japanese militarists, .. the war in
hostilities cannot, repeat cannot, be
station at the north end of the Island of
"'who attacked first" but rather "who
Oahu. Within the next few hours, hunthe Pacific was the culmination of more
avoided the United States desires th"at
is fighting whom over what."
•
dreds would die.
than a half century of economic and
Japan commit the first overt act. This

Prelude To Pearl HarbOr

How the U.S. Tried to Get Bombed

Super-bomb
Continued rrom page 2
Proto's: You k:now, of freedom and the
opportunity that was denied in Russia,
especially the products like our new liriQ
Zamia skaring outfits. endorsements
and 1hcchance of guest spots on Johnlfl} Carson and ABC Sports.
McKay: O.K. for a brief upda1c on the
transportation sna fu we'll go live to the
Olympic committee headquarters.
Ziggy: What the hen is this? That looks
like the U.S. embassy in Pakistan. Someone is going to have to answer for
this.
McKay: Well, uh ... no. Zig, there must
have been bad wiring in the building, it
seems to have gone up in flames. and
well, at least that big crowd watching
will finally be able to stay warm ... and
it'll take their mind off that five-hour
wait for a bus home. ! guess it •s back to
you, Dick.
Dick: (teeth clenched. voice trembling)
And here are the Russians, Rodnina
and Zaitsev, look at that sickening
smile , look at the sickening smiles on
their faces_ God, don"t you wish you
could wipe off that smug arrogance
with maybe a skate in their face? I mean
the embas.sy in Iran was. bad. but to
shoot and ...
McKay: (ioterupting) ... excuse me
Dick, I don' t think .. .
Dick: Of course Jim. f know how you
and Ziggy must feet. Naturally we have

Ziggy: We made sure they were' handed
to understand this isn't a political thing,
out at the entrance, free to everyone
we'd hate any Russian who shot one of
our kids_ At any rate the weather beaten
under 70 ...
McKay: And of course the tragedy ...
Soviet skaters are beginning their
routine . .. You know in this country
Ziggy: Plot!
,
this couple would be considered profes- - McKay: That struck down Randy Gardner. While many of our visitors seem to
sional...
·
delight in the problems the U.S. has
Ziggy: Good point . They'd have
had ...
freedom they'd be making a bundle of
Ziggy: Ten years ago they would have
money like the Protopopovs, maybe I
shut up quick.
should talk to them after this is over!
McKay: Tonight was another example
Dick: Uh, no Zig, what_ I meant
of what people all over the world can
was .. . oh well, just look at their
learn from sports. the lessons of frien~
routine, they look like a pair of Russian
ship and competition ...
tanks, brutal and graceless, their blades
Ziggy: ... learn how to god damn well
cutting ruthlessly into the ice like their
stand up and fight!
army did to Afghanistan, and for god's
McKay: ... the ability to pulJ together
sake, will you look at them cheat,
when the chips are down, whether it's
honor means absolute.ly nothing to
waiting in a blizzard for a bus, paying
these people. Imagine coming over here
$100 a night for a room or trying 10
to pull over a stunt like that .. .
bear up under the agony of our repreZiggy: (interupting) The hell you say! ?
sentatives as misfortune and the petty
I thought they stopped in Afghanistan!
vengeance snatch away our viaory.
McKay: Well, un huh, I think that
Ziggy: That's what I mean!
about wraps it up for tonight. it certainMcKay: And I'm sure all our viewers,
ly has been a good one. We saw young
all the citi:rens of our gleat nation can
Eric Heiden, perfection itself, win the
see the challenge we face, as we're callmen's 1500 meters skating. and let me
ed to stand up and fight in Zermatt,
tell you, if there is anything the whole
Swit1..erland in 1984
..
world is watching, it's the men's speed
Ziggy: What's Zennau, 1984 got to do
skating. We all feel that Eric Heiden is
with it?
going to be bigger than John Travolta
McKay: That's where the next winter
before he's through. We saw the
games are being held.
glorions U.S. hockey team wipe out
Ziggy: So who's .talking about games?!
Liechtenstein 20--0. a wonderful sight
(pause)
as thousands of flags waved in the auMcKay: Well that's about all for
dience, brought from home for the octonight folks. Thanks to Ziggy for his
casion.

insight into the Olympics, thanks to the
CIA for help with the production. And ·
thanks to you for sticking with our pro- ,.
gram, let's keep it up. For ABC Sports,
this is Jim. McKay saying good night.•
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Just follow 1hc simple rules below and even
add you own touches if you like. Try it out
on your friends, they will be amazed at how
ea.sy It really is once the basic principles are
grasped. Soon you will find that you will be
able to predict with surprising accuracy what
any given superpower spokesman is going to
say before they even begin to speak. Try
it-you won't be disappointed. The speech is
just like the real thing- in fact 90% of i1 is
taken dir«tly from spccches by J. Caner and
L. Brezhnev.

•Why sit through hours of boring hypocrisy on TV as this or that U.S. or Soviet "statesman"
drones on about how it's ti.me to make world war in' order to establish ''peace" in the world?
•Why read through columns and pages of the newspaper accounts of Carter or Brezhnev's
latest drivel as both run out endless repeats and variations of the same warmongering theme?
•Now you can compose your own call to arms imperialist style well in advance of the next
scheduled major address easily and simply.
· ,
.

The [U.S./ Soviet Union] deplores the recent /acts ofaggression; attack{s); escalalions of the conflict; inva.rio11; prov;ca;io11s] in
by [the Soviet aggressors; Soviet imperialism {for U.S.) I aggressive Western cirdes; U.S. imperialism (for the U.S.S.R.)]. Never has such an action beeh met with such [a wave ofprotest and universal indignation; an
outpouring of anger; overwhelmi11g condemnation; wrath and indignation] by the [democratic and peace-loving; vaJI majon'ty of; 1;1depehdenl and progressive; non-aligned] countries of the world.· This [naked aggression; militarist action; dangerous and expansionist.
[pick any country or region in the world]

move; absolutely unjustified interference by imperialist forces; violation of the lem'torial sovereignty of an independent nation; use of milr'tary
power against a relatively defenseless nation]

cannot and will not be tolerated by those-who seek [laJting peace and interna-

tional secun'ty; peace and stability; peace and friendslJip among nations; freedom and peace; peace, democracy and human n'ghts (for U.S.),:

in the world, especially by the [U.S./ Soviet Union].
Our people are a peace-loving people and our country has sincerely and without any ulterior motive
sought to lessen the tension between the two superpowers and avoid a nuclear disaster. But wanton and .
criminal interference in the internal affairs of another country ~nnot go unchallenged.• Such actions go ·
against all notions of decency and respect for [intemationql law {for U.S.); international legality and order (for U.S.S.R.)]
and the forces of peace and freedom must take firm and resol~te action to counter this threat to the col-.
lective security of the area and the world. This [direct threat 10 the secun'ty of nations; rfKiical and aggressive new step; at-

peace, socialism and progress (for U.S.S.R.)]

Rules
l. Fiest pick which superpower you arc going
to be representing. As much as you may be
tempted to switch roles back and fonh
during the spe~h you must stay with one
or the orhcr for the whole speech.
Granted it will not seem to make any difference, but you could make embarrassing
slip-ups like having rhc U.S. condemn
"U.S. imperialism" instead of "Soviet imperialism." Be consistent.
2. As you read thc- speech and make your
choices to ftll in the various blanks, note
that some choices arc only appropriate for
one or the other superpower. These arc
marked either (for U.S.) or (for U.S.S.R.).
Again embarrassing slip·ups could occur
should you forget this rule.
3. As the imperialists themselves do , pay at·
tcntion co the delivery . The speech should
be read seriously and as if you believe
what you arc: saying. This may be difficult
at first, but it is key in making a
believable speech. The imperialists practice
this an of spouting the most outrageous
and complete lies while maintaining a
serious and straight face umil they ace
able 10 go for hours without even the him
of a snicker or che trace of a sneer.

tempt to force one's will upon other peoples; allempt to blackmail the U.S. (for U.S.); act ofgreat power chauvinism (for SoPiet Union)},

this vicious and cynical action by the (U.S. 1 u.s.S.R.J demands firm and uncompromising defensive steps.·
To further these aims we mu~_t join together as never before to meet this challenge head on ana take eve~
step to [draw the li11e against further Soviet aggressio11; make the Soviet Union pay a concrete pnce for its actions (for U.S.) I show t he
milr'tansts in WaJhington that they cannot nm roughshod over the world's p~oples; halt the U.S. imperialists'.war dn've (for the U.S.S.R.)]. •

Any further attack on the vital interests of the [U.S. 1 u.s.s.R.J or its allies around the world will be dealt
with accordingly and by any means necessary.• These {Russiam 1Amencans} must be taught a lesson·and the
[U.S. 1 u.s.S.R.J along with all peace-loving peoples throughout the world are prepared to give them a lesson
they will never forget.• Any further attack on (same country or region you prcked at the beginning] will be considered
an attack on the [U.S. ! U.S.S.R.J. On with the fight, let them tremble at our advance.·
Feel free to add a litclt' spice 10 the
speech. Perhaps a few stiff hand gestures
or melodramatic pauses can be used. Particularly appropriate places for such additions are marked in the speech wirh a •.

First, construct podium.
Choose appropriate lapel pin (left)
and podium ornament (below)
Now you are ready to begin.

This couldDe You,,,
Then .. ,

-To stay

~

we must stay strong

- Militarys Road to ~ dis~rmament.
-Economic, political,and spiritual strength
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Be a Communist
Continued fro m pa~e 7
4
broa der ranks o f the masses. And w_e can't just go out ,
and tell them , " Well , there's two reasons why we
wo n ' t fail-one is the masses o f people, a nd the other
is Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thought." "So the
fuck what ?"- that's what people are going to say .
They'll say, " OK, that sounds good, but I've got to go
down to work and make my mo ney. Good luck to
you. " People have got some big questions and we' ve
got to be able to go into these questions deeply with
them. Where does the Revolutio na ry Communist Party come from? W here does its line come fro m? Is it in
fact a product of a few peo ple, is it the product of a
genius o r two? Is this person that you' re calling on us
to defend somehow some unique individual who personally is a genius o r really a great g uy? Or in fact is
this the product of the whole struggle, not just in this
country but internationally, not just in the last ten
years but ultimately throughout history, while most
immediately a nd directly dur ing the period of the last
10 or 20 years? And where did this line and Party come
from? Did it co m e o ut of the sky, or in fact was it the
product that was fo rged through fierce struggle both
among the masses against the bourgeoisie and within
the revolutiona ry movement against those who either
o ut of well-intentioned but mistaken motives or out of
o utright opportu nism attempted to lead people into
one form o r another of- blind alley and into the
swamp? We have to go into these qu estio ns. These are
not academic questio ns that o nly a ha ndful of people
would be interested in hearing abo ut a nd discussing.
This Party and its line are a product of the struggle o f
the masses, and we have to be able to ex plain that,-we
ha ve to be able to go deeply into the questio n o f the
movement o f the 1960s, an d what were the
achievements we ta lk abo ut , and why do we say this

Party is the product of tha t time? And o n the other
hand , wha t did happen to the other forces who didn't
grasp and act upon and carry forward and fight for the
correct line, and why a nd how did that lead them to
the situa tion t~at people are all t'Oo familia r with?
We can't ignore o r just touch the surface of these
questions, we have to go deeply into them . We have to
have forums a nd discussion and struggle amo ng
o urselves. We have to study the things that a re written
. about that. We have to study Marxism-Leninism, Mao
Tsetung Thought generally in order to grasp this more'
deeply. Because these are questions on the minds of a
lot of the masses. These are not academic questions.
These are not questions that only us here a nd a few
people who have read maybe at least a couple of
chapters if not a volume of Marx's Capital can understand. Don ' t get me wrong, I think peo ple should
struggle to read Marx's Capital. But there are ma ny
peo ple out there who haven't done that and aren 't going to do it for a long time, even though we struggle
with them to study Marxis!ll-Leninism . But right now
if they grasp what we're talking about they will o n that
basis see the need to study this theory a nd begin to
grasp it, and they will be able not only to stud y but to
apply the lessons of Marx's Capital and o ther important works of Marxism-Leninism. We have to explai n
to them. We're seeing in a deeper way wha t M ao
Tsetung meant when he said ideological and political
line is decisive . We have to und erstand tha t o urselves
a nd we have to be a ble to ex plain tha t to the masses o f
people. What is ideological line, a nd wha t is poli tical
line, and what does it mean to say tha t's decisive?
Wha t does it mean to say that' s the ma in thing, the
decisive thing that ulti mately will determine whether or
no t individua ls a nd mo re than that organizations and
parties remain o n the revo lutio nary path o r degenerate
into counterrevolutio n? What do we mean by tha t?
Wha t is ideological line? What is ,: ~ • i't ical line? Why

are they decisive? These are questions we have to get •
down o n and study. These are questions we have to be
able to grasp to be able to tra nsla te-in our agitation,
in our discussion with people, in our struggle wit h people-into popular terms so they can grasp them and
begin to see what we're talking about a nd grasp the importance of it.
So we have to go o ut, we have to agitate, we have to
go o ut and make an impact, but a t the same time we
also have to talk deeply with people . We have to learn
how to do both; we have to lea rn how to go out a nd·
broadly agitate around a lot of issues and at the same
time we ha ve to learn how to talk deeply with people.
And not just talk at them. Because if we j ust talk at
them we' re not going to be able to lea rn, and they' re
not going to be able to lea rn; that dialectic between us
and the masses will be broken. And what we do have
to say to them js no t going . ~Q b~ a ble to be gotten
across to them, and what we have· to learn fro m them '
is not goi'n g to be able to be gotten across to us. This is
a lesson that we are leafning a lready a nd that we'll
have to learn much more deeply in the constant process o f carrying out this ba ttle · and making our contributio n to the o verall revolutio nary movement.
Ideological and political line is decisive, but what
does that mea n a nd how do you explain that to other
people? H o w do you actually bring that o ut in a nswering the questions a bo ut why this P arty is different
fro m an y other party in the history of this country?
Because this Part y is different fro m any ot her party in
the history of this country. Not because the people in it are better than the people who went before them and
tried to ma ke revolution, o r tha n o ther people today
who say t hey're fo r some kind of revolution, but
because we do have the experie nce of those before us
a nd more than that because this happens to be the Party whose leaders a nd whose members generally fo ught
at e..>ery crucia l point, and a ll a lo ng the way, to arm
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on top. The outcome of th is struggle
could be a sharp shift toward the East
by the new leadership, or could spark
outbreak s · amo ng Yu gos lavia' s
discontented nationalities. Altho ugh
out r ight military int e r ve nt io n in
Yugoslavia is highly unlikely, bo th
superpowers will undo ubtedly try to exploit a ny opportu nity that arises in this
sit uation to "fis h in tro ubled waters,"
and spread their influence a mo ng
various political fo rces.
T he U .S. knows that the so uthern
part of Europe is the flan k most
vulnerable to attac k. Greece and
Turkey, who went to war over Cyprus
in 1974, are the weakest lin ks in the
NATO chain . Greece actuall y pulled
out of NATO in 1975, denying the U.S.
access to military bases there, but is
now being welcomed back into the
NATO fold . Turkey temporarily shut
down the 25 U.S. intelligence-gathering
bases withi n its borders, but is now reopening them . It is this unstable situation that has the U .S. worried over
what life after Tito will hold.
By denyi ng the Soviets access to its
ports on the Adriatic Sea, Tito helped
the U .S. maintain its hegemony over
the Eastern Mediterranean. T his control is critica l to the U.S. imperialists o n
two counts-both fo r military action in
Europe and for a ccess to the Suez Cana l
and the Persian Gulf. T he Soviet Union
has had no por t facilit ies in the Eastern
Mediterranean since the mid-70s when
it was kick ed out of Syri a a nd Egypt.
This has severely hampered the Soviets
in their abi lity to mo un t a powerful
challenge a gainst the U.S. Sixth Fleet
now patrolling the Mediterranean. So
for the very reaso ns that the Soviet
Union is mane u ve rin g to pull
Yugosla via o ut of the U.S. bloc, the
U . S~ is eq ua ll y desperate to fo resta ll
any s uch attempts a nd to defend their
empire .
This is becoming increasingly difficult as the internal pressures within
• Yugoslavia itself hea t up, maki ng the
situation more vola tile a nd unpredic·
table. Historically the Ba lkans have
been a n area where different imperialist
blocs have stir red up one na tionality
agains t another. Yugoslavia itself is a
creation of imperialism, a n agglomeration o f nations thrown together a t the
conclusio n of Wo r ld War I when the
world was di vided up a mong the winni ng powers. T here is vast inequalit y

ALGE RIA

between the different natio na lities,
which has ac tually widened in t he more
tha n 30 yea rs that Yugoslavia has supposedl y been a " sociaHst" country. The.
no rth ern industria lized a rea-Croalia,
Slovenia, Vojvodina and the capita l city
o f Belgrade- is compara ble to industrialized European a reas. The so uthern republics- Serbia, Bosnia/ Hercegovina , M o ntenegro, Kosovo-Albania
and Macedonia-are mo re o n a par of
··development with areas of Asia, Africa
a nd La tin America with poverty,
unemplo yment, a nd illiteracy ra mpant.
These tremendo us inequa lities a re the
material basis fo r continued com petitio n a nd a ntagonism between these nationa lities, but they have a lso given rise
to struggle against discriminatio n a nd
oppression . In I 968 the Albania ns, the
poorest mino ri ty in the country, ri oted
fo r a day a nd night pro test ing
discriminatio n, po lice bruta lity a nd the
suppression o f their lang uage.
A backward and reactio nary natio na list movement has developed in
C roatia, based on wanting to retain it s
privileged position over the other
republics . In 197 1, student demo nstra tio ns a t Zagreb Uni versit y sparked the
demand by natio na list fo rces tha t profi ts a nd foreign currency earned with in
C roa tia be retained there instead of going in to
to ken govern ment f und to

a

h~l p upgrade the poorer republics.
Some r ea c t io n a r y n atio n a li s t
movements with in the coun try have
been backed up by pro-fascist Croatia n
a nd Se rbi a n t error is t s o ut s id e
Yugoslavia.
T he deepening economic crisis is. exacerbating the ineq ua lities between nati o nalities a nd bringing down intensified oppression o n the 1masses. The
prim rose path of "U.S. aid" has led
Yugoslavia straight down in to the
q uicksand o f crisis gripping the entire
capita list system wo rld wide. T he lopsiaed development of the econo my has
made it necessa ry for Yugoslavia to rely
heavily on imports, result ing in a $6
billion ba lance of trade deficit in 1979,
two-thirds of which is with the Western
bloc. T his deficit is fina nced by loans
fro m Western ba nks which in turn leads
to wo rse debt, spurring an inflatio n rate
of 290/o last year. Unemployment is up
aro und 150/o as many of Yugoslavia's
o ne million " exported workers" have
ret urned home beca use they can no
longer fi nd jobs a broad . According to a
source inside the country , this is giving
rise to deep disco ntent among the people.

No doubt the superpowers will try to
utilize the unrest a m o ng the masses and
the antagonisms between the na tionalities to further the ir own politica l ends.

~ Polit ically , the· Soviet Union has made

o ngoing attempts to for m an underground party to act as a fi fth column in
overthrowing the Yugoslav regime, but
little is known a bo ut their success. T hey
have a lso penetrated into the a rmed
forces to spread their influence. Early
in I 977 several im porta nt generals were
dismissed for " pro-soviet tendencies,"
a nd the se ri o us ne ss of this is
underscored by the fact that in
Februa ry ' 78 T~to' s wife , Jovanka, was
still under ho use arrest fo r sym pathizing with these genera ls. Economica lly,
the Soviet Unio n recently overtook
West Germa ny a s Yugoslav ia's number
o ne trading partner, a nd has signed
$900 million worth o f economic
agreements over the last ten years.
While both the U .S. a nd Soviet rulers
regard Yugoslavia a nd its people as
no thing more tha n a piece of meat to be
ground up a nd swa llowed by their ~m
pires, ·the turmoil in the world is confro nting the masses there wi th big
political q uestions a bout their future.
As a n immigra nt Yugoslav worker told
the R W, "Yugoslavia will no t be a n
easy ta rget for the East or the West. If
the U .S. or the Soviet Unio n moves in,
the people will get together. w .hen o ur
people sta rt to fi ght , we the worki ng
class will win ."
•
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themselves with the theory of Marxism-Leninism, Mao
Tsetung Thought , to apply it concretely to the struggle
here as well as keeping the whole world in mind and
applying it to that situation as well. We fought for
that. That isn't something that was handed to us, that
isn't something that came easily for us, and it still
doesn' t. That ' s not something we have fought for and
won yesterday and now we can put on the mantle piece
like a trophy, or that we can turn into a bunch of
meaningless and lifeless slogans and dogma. That's
not why we fought to get as far as we are. We have to
continually fight to deepen our grasp and application
of these scientific principles and our revolutionary line
based on them. The moment that we don't do that, the
moment that we give up that struggle in that realm,
that's the moment that we turn back toward the path
of counterrevolution, capitulati.on, surrender and
betrayal.
I'll teU you, it is kind of inspiring in a real way to go
around to different parts of the country and to be able
to talk with all these people and be at all these meetings
and everything else, and get into their deep questions.
And it's really something to watch the response of the
bourgeoisie and to watch the response of all these·
media hacks, ideological prostitutes, and even some of
the people in the media who may be a little bit more
honest and interested. It is actually a motherfucker to
watch them respond when they run all this shit and it
gets hit back with some Marxism. And you know,
there is always the same process they go through,
throwing out all these sing-songy questions and all the
rest of it, and after a little while of getting smacked
back with Marxist answers , they say, "What the fuck
is this? This isn ' t what I thought it was going to be at
all!" It's really educational, inspiring, to watch this
whole process when they begin to realize that they have
never dealt with anything like this before.
And this is a real , thing. But what is it? Is it that

they're dealing with a couple of people who are
quicker, sharper, who maybe rib with each other a lot
and get a lot of practice? You know that we do rib and
cut with each other to get sharp so that when we go on
the TV or radio, we can come back real fast. Oh, yeah,
we do that. .. and it is helpful, but that's not the
decisive thing. I mean, Red Foxx ain't gonna lead no
revol4tion ... so that's not the decisive thing, even if it
is helpful. It 's not the decisive thing. The decisive thing
is that we come behind a lot of experience. We have a
lot of foundation that we're building off of, that people all over the world have shed th~ir blood for, and
have even suffered setbacks for. For example, in
China and the S~viet Union before it, in this country,
all their sacrifice, even the blood they've shed isn't
wasted-it's only wasted if we don't learn the lessons
of it, if we don't learn the particular importance of
grasping hold of this theory and applying it in an allround way . And you all know this from your own experience, you can sum up from your own experience.
The more deeply you grasp this, the more deeply and
in an all-round way you really grasp this, the more
you 're able to put it forward to the masses of people in
the way of sharp agitation and not dull, blunt dogma.
When you find yourself falling back on reciting
rhetoric, falling back and acting or talking like a
typical "commie," then you know that that's when
you've run up against the limitations of your understanding and you're falling back on some phrases you
heard somewhere to try to get you out of a tough situation. Now we've all done that. And we'll probably do
it again. But the most important point is, that should
teach us something real important. That should teach
us the key lesson here-that precisely the more deeply
and in an all-round way we grasp this revolutionary
theory, then the more, not the less, we're going to be
able to translate that into sharp and cutting exposure,
agitation and propaganda, and the more we're going

·to be able to bring forward the masses and inspire
them to take up the revolutionary struggle and inspire
them to get down on this theory so that they can consciously take it up and struggle consciously in the interests of our class and bring forward still broader
ranks of the people into this struggle. And one of the
great things about what's going on here-and besides, ·
it's an important part of our reaching out broadly and
deeply to the masses-it's like what the call said, the
call for the volunteers in the first place: we're going to
be getting trained here, trained in tactics, trained in the
daily battle,! and also trained through study classes in
Marxist theory and revolutionary politics. We're going
to have these classes, goddamit, we're going to find a
place where we can have them. We can't win this battle
without them. (One form of the bourgeoisie's attacks
in D.C. was a systematic campaign to deny the
volunteers access to large fl_)cilities-R W)
But throµgh all that, thr6ugh the struggle. we have,
in our units, squads and what have you about summing up our experience and trying io keep that in the
context of and l<eep in view and in mind the broader
overall picture and not just here but in the whole struggle, in -all these ways, we're going to be deepening our
own grasp and in turn we're going to see this constant
dialectic back and forth between our deepening grasp
of this theory and our ability to apply.it out among the
masses of people in various forms, and to bring them ,
forward and see them begin the process of taking it up
and going out more broadly to bring forward even
fresher and broader ranks of the masses. So this is an·
important point. There are some very deep questions
out among the masses of people, and we have to study,
we have to take this theory and apply it, and we do
have an answer for them as to why this Party is dif·ferent. But their questions are serious and have to be
taken up, sttidied, discussed , struggled over and
:!,nswered seriously.

Secret Service Hounds P.lorida Prof
Only a few short weeks away from
the appeals court hearing in the case
of Bob Avakian and the Mao Tsetung
Defendants, the government is tightening the screws in its systematic campaign to set-up and frame the Chairman
of the RCP . Recent developments
should signal to all readers of the
R W to be on a lert and prepare to
close ranks around the people's revolutionary leaders hip.
.
The following is the latest in a series
of attempts to pai nr the .R CP as a bunch
of crazed terrorists: On Thursday, February 14th in Tampa, Florida, two
Secret Service agents paid University of
South Florida Professor and RCP
member Bruce Williamson a little visit
at his office, and if anyone thought that
the last few months of continua l harassment of Williamson was only the
squealing of a few local reactionaries,
their illusions should now be dispelled.
It had started out publically as a
smear campaign by the local paper, the
Tampa Tribune to fil:e Williamson
from their own state university, where
he was no doubt luring American youth

away from the red-white-and-blue. (See
R W February 8) And what with the
Iran crisis and tpings moving toward
World War 3 and the need to bring
back the draft-oh no! There was a
"campus figure"-a professor, yetcalling on the youth to support the Iranian revolution and even learn from it!
It must be stopped! But even as these
local reactionaries squealed, Williamson and all the local RCP and Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigade
stepped up their work, straining to get
the Revolutionary Worker into the
hands of the workers and youth
throughout the city and many, including fellow teachers, expressed their
support. The campaign of reactionary
public opinion was losing steam. ·
But in stepped the feds, no doubt
having s niffed out a potentially useful
situation in their multi-sided frame-up
of Bob· Avakian. Willia mson was
already in the public's eye-why npt
paint him and the RCP as terrorist
types and call for a Secret Service investigation which would come in real
handy when it came titne to drag Bob

Avakian into court-along with the
events in Greensboro, Hawaii, and the
L.A. Times article. Their pretense for
this investigation was a phony letter to
the Oracle (USF student newspaper)
wirh Williamson's obviously forged
sig n!lture on it, threatening ~he
presidential candidates and threatenmg
to disrupt the elections.
The Secret Service showed up at
Williamson's office on February 14,
and waved around a subpoena, threa·tening Williamson that he'd have to be
in front of a grand jury in two hours.
Then they began a two hour investigation which raised the usual perverted
questions about drugs, alcohol and sex
deviations, and then got down to the
real business: "Do you feel hostility to
Carter, Mondale or Kennedy?" "Do
you have ~ccess to or know how to
operate guns or bombs?" "How do you
'feel about the Shah?"
The agents also finger and palm
printed Williamson, and obtained
samples of his handwriting. (One thin.g
Williamson was asked to write 25 times
was, "The American people support

the American government!") They also
produced an inter-offic~ ~ecyclable
envelope they told Williamson had been
used to send the phony letter to The
Oracle, pointed to The Oracle editor's
name and asked Williamson to copy it
25 times . ...Tbe names on the campus
mail envelope in order were: Bert
Hartley (vice-president on campus of
finance and planning), Uravich (university safety iand security campus police
head}, Mtke Gottshamer (Oracle
editor}, and finally UP (university
police) where Gottshamer sent the)etter
upon receiving it. lsn 't it interesting
that according to th~t sequence the people to have that envelope before and
after =The Oracle were the university
police!
The fact remains, despite their crude
phoniness, this must be seen as a very
serious step in the government's campaign to deprive the people of the
revolutionary leaders hip of Bob
Avakia n and the RCP.
•
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Continued from page 3
hopes run counter to the students'
statements after hearing the government had agreed to the UN panel.
" They can ha ve as many commissions
as they want," they warned. But " the
only way" the hostages will be released
is when the Shah is returned to pay for
his crimes. Undoubtedly there's plenty
of struggle among the students.
Khomeini ' s behind the scenes role today is one he has played before-trying
to keep the masses "in line" while
pretending he is their true leader. He
also has "let others take the rap for his
unpopular positions, while he remains
clouded. Back at the time of the
February 1979 insurrection in Iran,
Khomeini also played a similar, hidden,

Architecture
Continued from pag<· 11

which the country could associate its
role as a world power. When implemented, this idealized city would
look like the capitol of a new kind of
America-clean, efficient, orderly an·d
above all, powerful." Images of the
"American reich."
In fact, the American ruHng class
passion for Greco-Roman architecture
was shared by Adolph Hitler. In 1937,
at his Nuremburg showcase, Hitler was
blunt: "The great cultural documents
of humanity, built of granite and marble, have remajned unchanged over the
milennia. They a lone are the truly
stable element in the rush of all other
phenomena ... This is why these
buildings should not be conceived of

4000

Conlinued from page I
part of the battleground. He had been
selected by the pigs as the \'suspect" in
a cop killing,- selected because of his
reputation fo r " not taking any shit
from the pigs." His murder by the D.C.
police had been the crowning point in a
4-day reign of police terror aimed
squarely a t the masses of Black people
in D.C. The thousands in the crowd had
come to his . funeral to show their
outrage at his murder and at everything
else that had come down during the
week before.
Four days earlier , on Feb. 15, 750
cop cars and 1000 cops had passed
slowly through the streets of the D.C.
ghetto. It was a show of force in the
same streets that had been the heart of
the 1968 rebellion. It was a funeral for
the cop who Griffith was accused of
killing on Monday, Feb. 11. There were
no people a t this fu neral, only pigs, including some from as far away as New
Jersey. One D.C. poUce officiaf stated
the real purpose of this sinister procession, "You might ca ll it a show of
solidarity, they've declared war o n us
and we've declared wa r on them."
Shortly after 7 p.m. on Monday,
Feb. 11, D.C. cop Arth ur P. Snyder
(AKA "!'v1 ickey Mouse" because of his
extra large ears) swaggered into a crowd
of street people on the corner of 14th
and 7th Streets . Snyder bega n his usual
harassment, and a fe w minutes la ter
three shots cracked the night. Snyder
Jay dying on the sidewalk, a bullet firmly lodged in his head. A c op had been
shot, yet no one left the scene. Instead,
they clapped an<;i cheered over his dying
body.
People had had e nough. For months,
the police harassment of Black people
had been steadil y increasing in the
neighborhood. People waiting for buses
had been randomly beaten or thrown
against a wall while a pig rifled through
their pockets. Old women were being
stopped, "patted down" on the streets,
their shopping bags emptied on the
sidewalk . Nothing was too low for
Snyder and his buddies.
The entire crowd stood on the corner
clapping a nd cheering as the cop d ied. It
became a carnival-like scene as more people joined in, laughing as they remembered what a high-riding bastard Snyder
was. "J ' ve seen that man stand on this
corner grabbing at little teen-age girls trying to molest them. And when they would
tell hinP to go to hell, he would start
/

cool it role. Many of the mullahs and
standard bourgeois figures were appealing to the masses to get off the
streets-before they thoroughly
destroyed the old imperial army and
other " fine " institutions . Khomeini
made no such appeal, but what he did
ended up quite similar . Out of the one
side of his mouth he supported what the
masses were already doing. Out of
the other, side, he appointed the openly
bourgeois prime minister Bazargan
(since forced out of office by the •
masses). Bazargan quickly went to
work trying to strike a deal with the
Shah's army officers (and the U.S.).
The net effect, was the same as the
blatantly reactionary one-the Iranian
masses shouldn't be on the streets.
Khomeini has probably had a similar
relation to Bani-Sadr. He has been
chosen to head up the dirty work, while

Khomeini stays in the background, if at
all possible . He has been told, in effect,
" If you can stop all this madness, you
can have the top . government
posts ... but if you mess it up, and are
1 unable to roust the students without
resorting to making a bloody mess and
potentially upsetting the whole applecart for the bourgeoisie, thenyour ass
is out-I 'II cut you loose just -like I did
Bazargan and figure out new tactlcs. "
On February 20, Khomeini broadcast
a message urging his people to continue
demanding tfte return of the Shah .
Significantly, h$! did not make the
Shah's return a requirement for the
hostages' release. The overall indication
is clearly that the Islamic government is
headed for a showdown. Yet they know
the military route is a very serious gamble. Even within t,he military there is .
much support of the student~ among

the chiefs and lower ranks. In fact, the
government recently was confronted
with a five day sit-in at Tehran University by 2,000 Air Force cadets demanding the expulsion of any CtA and
SAYAK linked senior officers in the
armed forces.
.
The Air Force cadets ' political activity
points to the overall problem that Iran's
bourgeois government faces in moving
on the students. "Civil war could break
out in there," Newsweek quoted one
worried· U .S. official. This is definitely a
danger the Iran government is very aware
~f. It shows once again why the na:
Uonal bourgeoisie is unable to lead a
revolution against imperialism to real
victory. But there is another contender
in the field . Every time th·e masses of
Ira,nian )lleople have had_the .opportunity
to go at it, the imperi~lists have been the
ones to take the beating. ·
•

for the year 1940 or for the year 1000.
Like the cathedrals of our past, they
will tower over the milennia of the
future ." Hitler's - architect, Albert
Speer, developed a whole ''theory of.
ruin value"-in essence, designing
buildings so that even when reduced to
rubble after thousands of years, they
would be a tribute to the "greatness" of ·
the fascist state. He wrote: "Buildings
of modern construction were poorly
suited to form that 'bridge of tradition'
to future generations which Hitler was
calling for. It was hard io imagine that
rusting heaps of rubble could communicate these heroic inspirations
which Hitler admired ih the monuments
of the past."
The work on the massive imperial
facelift for D.C ., begun in 1901, took
over 30 years to complete. With the
decay of the 1930s, the job gained
greatet significance. A 1930 Annual

Report by the Public Buildings Commission stressed that "the impression of well-ordered and properly
designed government buildings insures
popular respect fo~ the government."

arid oppressed throughout the country,
these edifices of grandeur· evoke
another feeling-the urge to. spit in
those hallowed halls.
When the workers of Paris seized
• power and established the Paris Commune in 1871 , afterwards they held a
day-long festival , complete with
- musical bands, at the foot of the
massive Vendome Column (a Roman·style monument to the French
bourgeoisie)'. By late afterpoon, cables
were in place on the column, pulleys
readied . And in the words of one of the
participants: " ... Ah, I shall never
forge.t that colossal s hadow . falling
across my eyes! Flop! A cloud of
smoke. All is over. The c0lumn lies on
the ground, split open, its stony entrails
exposed to the wind. Caesar is lying
prostrate and headless. The laurelwreathed head has rolled like a pumpkin into the gutter· . .. ''
•

beating on them with his blackjack . He
got what he deserved-hell, he got what
they all deserve! " ·
This response drove the pigs and their masters up a wall. In that scene, the ruling.class felt a little bit of their future.
_ They were all too aware of the growing
resistance 1:lmong Black people and
other minority na tionalities to the stepped up national oppression being
brought down on them .
The bourgeois ie remembers th e
powerful struggles of the Black liberation movement in the 1960s that s hook
this country to its foundation, and they
see tremendous storms of struggle
brewing-in the rebellion of Chicano
people in Houston two years ago, iri the
two days of street fighting in th e Bedford-Stu yvesa nt section of New York
City last summer, in the rebellion of
Black people in Idabel, Oklahoma one
month ago, and in the storms of
outrage of Black people in Oakland ,
Calif. a few weeks earlier. In response
to this, the ruling class has s truck out in
f.ea r, unleashing a wave of increased
terror and repression , -hoping to stomp
out the fuse before it gets to the
powderkeg, but ins tead , only making it
burn faster.
In Washington , D. C. , the seat of
their power, the ruling class lashed our
with a vengeance se_izing on Snyder's
death to la un ch what D.C. officials call
"the most massive manhunt in the
history of Washington." Using "confidential sources" the pigs picked Bruce
Griffith as their "suspect" in the killing. Of course, they had no evidence except what their usual " informants"
supplied. They began a systematic reign
of terror in the D .C. Black community
under the guise that they were looking
for Griffith who they painted as a
depraved junkie terrorizing society. To
maintain the charade of staging a crackdown on -drug Rushers, they put some
heat on a handful of small-time pushers
and addicts in the neighborhood. But
only a handful of fools bought this lie.
It was clear that behind this raggedy
co ver they had launched a calculated
campaign of stepped-up police terror .
They concentrated on the neighborhood around 14th and U streets , not
only the site of Snyder's killing, but also one of the poorest and most explosive neighborhoods in the city. It was in
this neighborhood that the rebellions of
J968 had been sparked off and centered . In the course of 4 days, the police
raided over 100 ho mes, the doors were
kicked in by fully equipped SWAT

Democracy, Permanence and
Reason, Empire and Power ... Yes,
Washington's architecture is meant to
convey all this ... But there's one more
thing-the reason why so many of
D.C. 's buildings are copies of temples,
why they are the col.o r white, and bathed in bright light as darkness falls.
These buildings are meant to be sacred,
and by association, s o are the institu-.
tions of government inside. The
buildings practically cry out: "Who
would dare defile these holy sites!",
and the ec'hoing hallways almost force a
respectful hushed tone of voice. But to
the thousands of people housed in
slavequarter slum conditions only
blocks · away, and millions of working
teams, snipers and all. Hundreds of
D.C. cops, worked around the clock ,
volunteering their off-duty hours to
join in the effort. Bfack people returning to their homes were "defained and
checked out." Blacks working down
14th Street were "randomly stopped
and checked
through police
channels"-if you were Black you were
suspect! Small s tores and abandoned
buildings in the area were systematically
scoured by teams of dogs and cops,
guns drawn; while their riot-geared,
shotgun-wielding partners stood guard
in the alleyways and on the sidewalks.
Movie cameras hidden in empty store
front s monitored the sidewalks day and
night. Three days into the campaign, 30
blocks away from 14th a nd U, a Black
worker at the government printing of-fice was dragged from a parked van ,
handcuffed, -b.eaten ahd arrested. The
charge-he was Black, he was suspect.
The rulers in Washington, D.C. lashed out to deli ver a message to the
masses of Black people-"Just try standing up to us, just try causing us trouble, and this is how we'll deal with you.
We' ll unl eas h our dogs in blue on you."
As one friend of Griffith's said, "Most
D.C. cops live in the su burbs anyway,
hunting deer and rabbit then they come
into the district to hunt niggers."
On Thursday, Feb. 14, they added an
exclamation point to the message,
brutally gunning down the "alleged
suspect" Bruce Griffith. After 4 days of
terror, the pigs decided the time was
right-four D.C . cops gunned him
down Bonnie and Clyde style in the
Black working class neighborhood his
I

'

parents lived in at 3:00 in the a fternoon .
The cab he was riding in was riddled
with bullets. Bruce Griffith , the man
who " took no shit from the ·pigs or
anyone else, " had been singled out and
murdered by the police.
Dozens of pigs swarmed into the
neighborhood gloating over their deed . ·
At the -same time, hundreds of .neighborhood residents came out into the
streets, they were outraged! One
w0man who had taken a stack of
Revolutionary Workers to s pread the
word about May Day 1980 around the
neighborhood , referred to the cal1 for
Revolutionary May Day saying, "An
ounce of hatred? I' ve got 132 pounds of
hatred for this system . This week just
added to it a nd the way they shot him,
bullets a ll over the place, they didn't
give a damn about kids or anyo ne else. I
know wha t they were saying and I know
what I'm saying- things have got to
change and we got .t o do it. I' ll be at
that May Day meeting ."
The ruling .class has unl eas hed their
ter ror trying to intimida te the Black
people of D.C. into "staying in their
place ." But Black people have never
and will never sta y in the place the
rulers have set for th em-firmly under
the rich man's.heel~ The 4000 people at
Griffith's funeral , as well as tens of
thousands of others throu g hout th e city
and millions througho ut the country
who hate every day of life under this
system, point to the direction things are
moving. As one man in the 14th and U
Street neighborhood said· two days after
Griffith 's funeral, "it's going to get
harsh . Just wait til summer!"
•
~
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